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In the Supreme Court
of the State of Utah
EDWIN B. GIVAN,
Plaintiff and Appellant,
vs.

FRANK LAMBETH, sometimes
known as 1:!-,RANK R. LA.MBErrH,
an unmarried man; NORMAN \V.
ES.JIEIER and CORRINE L. FJS:MEIER, his wife; T. THALLO
LAlVIBETH, and ~IRS. T. TH.ALLO L.AlVIBETH, his wife; KEITH
B. LAlVIBETH, and lVIRS. KEITH
B. LAl\fBETH, his wife; ELLIS
B. LAl\1BETH, and lVIRS. ELLIS
B. LAlVfBETH, his w i f e; and
AUBRA B. LAMBETH and l\iRS.
A UBRA B. L~\ ::\fRETH, his wife;
HAl\IONA S. WOOLSEY, and LARAE B. LA~fBETH,

:~o.

8955.

Def rndnnfs nnd R r'sprmrl r'nfs.

APPELLANT.'S BRIEF
NATURE OF THE CASE
'rhis ca~c if-; before this Court on appeal from a portion of the judgment of the District Court of the Fifth
.Judicial District of the State of Utah, in and for Iron
County, in fayor of the defendants and against the
'plaintiff.
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Since the transcript of the evidence is lengthy, for
the convenience of this Court we will refer to the pleadings by a record number, to-wit, (R _____ _) ; and to the evidence by a transcript number, to-wit, (Tr ______ ). These
transcript numbers will have reference to the page numbers of the reporter's transcript.
Plaintiff commenced this action to procure a judgment for moneys claimed and by the Court found to be
due upon four promissory notes executed by the defendants Frank Lambeth and Norman Eismeier and Corrine
L. Esmeier, his wife; and to set aside certain conveyances
of realty and personal property made by the defendant
Frank Lambeth to his sons and daughters, defendants
herein. Plaintiff claims these conveyances were made
in fraud of this plaintiff as a creditor of Frank Lambeth
(R 1 to 14).
B;· the filing of a third party complaint those defendants also interpleaded Bertrand T. Givan, a payee named
in two of the notes sued upon, who had assigned said notes
to the plaintiff, and the wi,·es of the plaintiff and Bertrand T. Givan (R. 33 to 40). In the third party complaint
the agreement and addendum between the Givans Brothers and Frank Lambeth and the Esmeiers, which resulted
in the giving of the not0s, were attached as exhibits, and
said third party complaint alleged that the agreement
had been breached and said not<'R therefore were void for
failur<' of consirl0ration.
The answer to th0 third party complaint (R -n to -!j)
and the reply to the counterclaim (R :::!7 to 31) plead in
f10tail plaintiff's YC'rsion of the tranRartion, the details of
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which will be hereafter referred to and discussed.
The answer of the defendants Frank Lambeth and
the Esmeiers, and the separate answer of the remaining
defendants, children of Frank Lambeth and their spouses,
all deny that the conveyances were made and recorded for
the purpose of defrauding the plaintiff or any other person in the collection of any indebtedness, and plead affirmatiYely that they were made for good and valuable
considerations (R 13 to 23 and 24 to 26).
By agreement of counsel, the Court first set down
for trial and tried the issues concerning the indebtedness.
At the conclusion of evidence touching on that question
the court made its findings (Tr 173 to 176) and then made
its written findings of fact and conclusions of law, findin~· the issnes in favor of the plaintiff and against the
defendants, and concluding in substance that there was a
good and valuable consideration passing from the Givan
Brothers for the four notes and that they were entitled to
judgment against Frank Lambeth and the Esmeiers for
approximately $3n,OOO.OO (H 54 to 64).
Before the trial of the issue concerning claimed
fraudulent conveyances, the defendants requested a jury
and the court granted the request. The issues were tried
before a jury ty the submission of interrogatories. The
jury having found ag·ainst the plaintiff on the issues submitted to it, the court thereupon made and entered findinO's
of fact and conclusions to the effect that the defendt->
ant Lambeth was not insolvent at the time of the claimed
execution of the conveyances or at the time of the recordatjon thereof, anfl that tlw f'onveyanf'.es were not given in
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fraud of plaintiff as his creditor. Judgment was entered
accordingly ( R 86 to 94).
This appeal is taken from that portion of the judgment determining that the conveyances of real and personal ,property were valid and not fraudulent, and dismissing. plaintiff's complaint against the children of
Frank Lambeth, as grantees.
;~:~
*".·

STATEMENT OF FACTS
The defendant, Frank Lambeth, was a widower for
many years prior to 1952. He is the father of four sons,
Keith, Thallo, Ellis and Aubra, and three daughters, Corrine Esmeier, Ramona Woolsey and LaRae Lambeth. All
of said sons and 1daughters were defendanis. The defendant, Norman "\V. Esmeier, is the husband of Corrine
Esmeier and the son-in-law of Frank Lambeth. The said
children range in age from 32 to 49 years.
Esmeier was associated with GiYan 's Incorporated
Eince its inception about the year 1946 or 19-fi, as secretary, stock-holder, director and office manager (Tr 92-3).
Givans Inc. "·as a eorporation dealing in Oldsmobile
cars and G.l\LC. Trucks since 1946 (Tr 92). Plaintiff
Edwin B. Givan and his brother Bertrand T. 1Givan were
the principal stockholders. During the fall of 1952, being
hard pressed because of large outstanding obligations,
and at Esmeit·r 's request, the Gi,·ans began negotiations
for a sale of their interest in the corporation (Tr 93-4).
'fhp~- owned a total of 1600 shares of the capital stock of
GiYml 's, Inc., out of an ag-g-reg-ate of 2000 shares out~tall<ling. Esmeier o'vned 380 of the 400 shares not owned
hy the Gh·an Brothers.
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A written agreement was prepared, dated in October,
1952, in which the Givans' stock was to be sold to Esmeier
and Frank Lambeth for a cash consideration. The purchasers were to take the stock subject, of course, to the
vutstanding obligations of the corporation (Ex 3; Tr 9096). Lambeth and Esmeier were unable to raise the
money to make this purchase, and after further negotiations the agreement (Ex 1 attached to the third party
complaint and Ex 26) dated Jan. 6th, 1953, was entered
into under the terms of which a certain amount of cash
would be paid and notes given and accepted for the balance of the Givan Brothers' interest. This agreement
specifically set forth that the corporation was indebted
to the Bank of ~outhern Utah, Roy L,1ndgren, Farmers
State Bank and others totaling $57,850.00, whichtindebtedness was to be assumed and paid by the corporation or
Lambeth and Esmeier. The Givan Brothers were to be
absolved from payment of any of these obligations, since
they had personally guaranteed at least some of them.
The addendum also absolved E. K. Givan, father of Givan Brothers, of all liability arising out of a $12,000.00
note he had co-signed with his 1two sons, and Givan, Sr.,
was guaranteed a release (Ex 1 attached to third party
complaint and Ex. 28).
rrhe cash payment was not made as provided in the
ngreement and negotiations for a loan with First Secnrity Bank brok2 down. The proposed loan was mentioned
in ,the agreement, consequently on Feb. 18th, 1953, an
addendum (above referred to) was prepared and signed
by the parties which provided for a $16,000.00 down payment with additional notes to be given. Two notes for
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$8700.00 each, dated Jan. 6th, 1953, were executed and
delivered to Givan Brothers in accordance with the agreement of that date, and two notes for $8750.00 each, dated
Feb. 19th, 1953, were executed and delivered to Givan
Brothers in accordance with the addendum of date ] 1eb.
18th, 1953. These are the notes sued upon and reduced
to judgment in this action.
On the 19th day of Feb. 1953, when the addendum
was signed and when $16,000.00 had been paid in cash
and the four notes given, the Givan Brothers stepped out
of the business and turned it over to Lambeth and Es:meier~-Esmeier taking over the management. From
that time on Givan Brothers had nothing to do with the
business and excepting for several small monthly installments paid on the notes never received any further consideration for their interest in either the corporate stock
of Givans, Inc., or in its assets (Tr. 29-57-104).
All negotiations under which Lambeth and Esmeier
were attempting- to borrow money from banks with which
to (~arry on the business and to retire the Lundgren and
other obligations, failed. Within approximately two
months after the making of the agreement, Givans, Inc.,
.under the ·management of Esmeier and ownership of
Lambeth and Esmeier became involved in litigation and
werr tb ereafter and to the date when this action was com:menced continued to be in litigation with \Voods Cross
Bank, Pacific Finance, and others. As early as either
April or the first part of 1\fay, 1953, there were suits filed
hy Farmers Bank of \Voods Cross (Tr. 60 and 62). It
will be noticed. therefore, that Giva.ns, Inc., was involved
in litigation and had been ~ned for delinquent and then
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owing moneys, prior to the recordation of the deeds and
pill of sale involved in this action, and which were recorded on May 18th, 1953.
After Esmeier and Lambeth had been in possession
of the assets of Givans, Inc. about seven months, Roy
Lundgren commenced his suit to foreclose the real estate
mortgage on the building occupied by Givans, Inc. and toforeclose the chattel mortgage on the furniture, fixtures,
stock of parts, machinery and equipment, etc. This suit
resulted in a judgment of foreclosure in the sum of approximately $20,500, and all of this property was thereafter sold at sheriff's sale. Givans, Inc., was wiped out.
(Ex. 15 (a) to (h) ). This exhibit shows that while the
Lundgren foreclosure suit was pending or prior thereto,
Farmers State Bank had taken a judgment against Givans, Inc. for twelYe or thirteen thousand dollars, and that
Pacific Finance Company on June 19th, 1953, had taken
a judgment against Givans, Inc. for approximately ten
thousand dollars (Ex. 16). The court sustained defendants' objection to the introduction of Exhibit 15, which
action is assigned as error in the statement of errors.
These action~ were commenced within a month or two
after Feb. 19th, 1953, when Lambeth and Esmeier took
over Givans, Tnc. rmrl br'fnrr' th (' recordation of the deerls
and bill of snl (' involved in this action.
During the time Esmeier and Lambeth were in possession of the assets of Givans, Inc. and operating that
business none of the indebtedness outstanding against
Givans, Inc. mentioned in the agreement were paid, with
the exceptio~ of a small portion of the amount due Farm('lrs StatP Bank (Tr. 45).
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Exhibits 7 and 9 are warranty deeds bearing date
August 1st, 1950, and covering two pieces of realty in Cedar City. Exhibit 7 names as grantees all seven children
of Frank Lambeth-four sons and three daughters. The
land described in Exhibit 7 consists of a few acres of
farming land. Exhibit 9 names as grantees only the
four sons. That property consists of a home in Cedar
City occupied by Frank Lambeth and his son Keith at the
time of the execution of the conveyance.
Exhibit 8 is a warranty deed to approximately 0ne
thousand acres of grazing land in Kane County. Exhibit
10 is a bill of sale covering Lambeth's entire sheep herd,
camp outfit, etc. Both of these exhibits name the four
hoys as grantees. All of these exhibits bear the same
date and are executed hy Frank Lambeth.
Lambeth estimated that the small tract of land was
worth six or seven hundred dollars (Tr. 189); the home
property around eighteen thousand dollars (Tr. 191); the
range land about fifteen dollars per acre or fifteen thousand dollars and the sheep about twenty-four thousand
dollars (Tr. 192-3) ; and the camp about twenty-fiYe hundred dollars (Tr. 194).
About one week prior to -:\fay 18th, 1953, Lambeth
and his son l{eith drove from Cedar City to Kanab to record the deed covering the rang-e land and the bill of sale
covering· thf' RhPPp outfit (Tr. ~fl~).
On May 18th, 1953, Lambeth alone journeyed from
Cedar Cit~r to Parowan to record the two warranty rlePds
coyering- the Iron Count~~ property (Tr. 4;)7).
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According to Lambeth (and we will discuss this testimony with transcript page reference later in this brief),
he retained the deeds and, bill of sale in his possession
after showing them to Keith and the other boys (Tr. 2012). He gav~ the deeds and bill of sale to Keith about the
year 1952 but did not remember what,part of the year
(Tr. 299, 300; 347, 401, 402, 415). Keithput the deeds
with other papers. About May 18, 1953, he went with his
father to Kanab to record the deed covering· Kane County land and the bill of sale, and handed the deeds covering
Iron County real estate to his father who alone took them
to Parowan for recordation as heretofore stated.
The conveyances by ] 1 rank Lambeth to properties described in Exhibits 7, 8, 9 and 10, divested him of all real
and personal property he theretofore owned (Tr. 181-23), excepting ::>nly the equity he had in the assets of Givans, Inc. through the purchase of the Givans Brothers
stock.
On February 14th, 1953, Lallltbeth mortgaged the
property in Cedar known as the home property to R. L.
Durrant for ten thousand dollars (Tr. 184-5; Ex. 11, Tr.
248-252). This amount was borrowed to assist in making up the $16,000.00 down payment on the purchase price
of Givans, Inc.
On June 25, 1953, Lambeth mortgaged the same propPrty for $1200.00 to General Acceptance Corporation (Ex.
12, Tr. 215-217 and Tr. 248-252).
On May 12th, 1953, Givans, Inc. mortgaged its garage
property to Pacific Finance Company for $13,700.00 (Ex.
13: Tr. 212-214).
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On July 1st, 1953, Givans, Inc. mortgaged the garage
property to L. C. Miles for $5000.00 (Ex. 14; Tr. 215).
Exhibit 15 (a to h) (Tr. 217-225), are portions of the
files in the foreclosure suit of Lundgren vs. Givans, Inc.,
Pacific Finance Corporation, Utah State Tax Commission, Farmers State Bank, et al., and consist of the followIng:
(a) Complaint to foreclose real estate and personal
property showing suit commenced Nov. 18, 1953.
(b) Amended COIDJllaint filed ~fay 3rd, 1954.
(c) Stipulation between plaintiff Lundgren and
counsel for Farmers State Bank, filed Aug. 24,
1954, wherein it is stipulated that the hank took
a judgment against Givans, Inc. and Frank Lambeth for an amount of approximately twelve or
thirteen thousand dollars.
(d) Stipulation between plaintiff Lundgren and
counsel for Pacific Finance Corporation dated
Aug. 24, 1954, in which it was stipulated that
Pacific Finance Corp. about June 19, 1953, commenced an action to foreclose its mortgage on the
garage property and entered judgment for
about $10,000.00.
(e) Findings of fact and conclusions of law.
(f) Decree filed Oct. 7, 1954.
(g) Sheriff's return on the sale of personal property filed NoY. 13, 1954.
(h) Sheriff's return on sale of realty filed the same
date.
Exhibits 13, 14 and 15 were offered, and being objected to hy defendants, the court sustained the objection
and refused to aerrpt tlw exhibits in evidence (Tr. ~~4 ).
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Exhibit 16 is a transcript of judgment by Farmers
State Bank against Givans' Inc. and Frank Lambeth in
the sum of $12,000.00, filed in the office of the Iron County Clerk on Sept. 25, 1953 (Tr. 224). This exhibit was received in e·vidence (Tr. 226).
A demand was made upon the defendants that they
admit that the records of Iron and Kane Counties would
show that the properties described in the deeds and bill
of sale were, during the years 1950 to 1953, inclusive, assessed in the name of Frank Lambeth, and that none of
said properties were in such years assessed to any of the
children of Lambeth (Tr. 278). Defendants failed to answer the demand and interrogatories, but during the trial
they stipulated the assessment rolls of both counties
would show that all of said properties was assessed to
Frank Lambeth for the years 1949 to 1953 inclusive (Tr.
278 to 281, and Tr. 315).
A demand was made upon the defendants Lambeth
and his sons to produce copies of their income tax returns, both State and Federal, for the years 1949 to 1953
inclusive. Frank Lambeth furnished copies of some of
these return~ (Ex. 17, 18, 19, 20 and 21). Exhibit 17 is
a copy of a State of Utah return for 1949, but no copy of
the Federal return was furnished. However, it was stipnlated that the two returns would be the same excepting
for the differential arising- from the Federal return (Tr.
281-283). Returns were furnished by Frank Lambeth for
some of the years between 1949 and 1953, some being state
returns and some Federal. In these returns, Frank Lambeth represented himself as and claimed to be the sole
o·wner of the ~beep 011tfit. He listed all income from the
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sale of wool and lambs, took credit for all expenses of op.
(~rations, paid an income tax on profits and claimed the
benefit of losses.
Keith Lambeth never did furnish plaintiff with any
copies of returns (Tr. 436-438), and stated he did not
know whether he ever filed any returns and there was
none to his knowledge (Tr. 437).
Ellis Lambeth furnished copies of state returns for
the years 1951 and 1953 (Ex. 26-27), and a Federal return
for 1953 (Ex. 28), but none for the years 1949, 1950 and
1952 (Tr. 488-489). Apparently he made no effort to
comply with the demand and produce or get copies for
production to plaintiff of the missing three years (Tr.
488 to 490). .A demand was made in open court (Tr. 489)
that he make rr reasonable demand to get copies from the
Utah State Tax Commission for the years 1949, 1950 and
1952, and that they then be received in evidence. N otwithstanding many weeks have elapsed since the trial and
entry of judgment, none of these copies of income tax
returns have been filed with the Clerk of the Court or
turned to plaintiff for examination.
Aubra Lambeth furnished copies of either state or
Federal returns for the years 1951 and 1953, but no returns for the yean~ 19-Hl, 1950 and 10:1~ (Tr. 505). Ile
stated he would be willing to make a request of the Utah
State Tax Commission for copies for those three years,
but failed to produce the same (Tr. 505). Ex. 29 is the
state return for 1951 and Ex. 30 is a state return for the
year 1953 (Tr. 505 to 507).
No state or Federal rctnrns filed· hy Thallo Lambeth
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for any of the years 1949 to 1953 inclusive have ever been
furnished, although copies thereof could easily have been
obtained from the governmental agencies.
Exhibit 22 is a photostatic _copy of a financial statement rendered by Frank Lambeth to Pacific Finance
Company and Exhibits 23 and 24 are documents in the
nature of continuing guarantees by Lambeth concerning
future indebtedness to be owing for cars, either by Givans, Inc. or Lambeth-Eismeier Motor Company (Tr.
286-287).
The deposition of Richard B. Scoville, Branch Manager of Pacific Finance Company was offered (Tr. 373)
and was received for the consideration of the court but
not read to the jury_ (Tr. 376-7). The financial statement
and continuing guarantees by Lambeth were identified
in the deposition and were given by Lambeth to Pacific
Ji,inance Company on or about the 19th day of November,
1952, while Lambeth was negotiating for a line of credit
with Pacific li1 inance, who had theretofore been financing
the Givan BrotherR and Givans, Inc. That statement
was given prior to the consummation of the agreement
with Givan Brothers and prior. to the recordation of the
deeds and bill of sale. This financial statement showed a
net worth of Frank Lambeth in the sum of $134,000.00.
Lambeth also furnished financial statements to the Bank
of Southern Utah from whom he borrowed money continually for his sheep operations, and in those financial
~tatements given as late as the year 1952 he claimed to
be the sole owner ther~of. He also gave financial statements showing ownership of the property to others, including the Oldsmobile Agency, and First Security Rank
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of Salt Lake~ during the fall of 1952 and early spring of
1953 (Tr. 196 to 199).
While Keith Lambeth was on the stand and testifying, the court asked some rather searching questions of
him, and he stated that prior to 1954 (the year following
the recordation of the deeds and bill of sale) he did not
keep any books of account on the sheep operations; that
the only records he had of such sheep operations was
through the medium of cancelled bank checks; that he did
not think any of his brothers kept any records; that all
f'hecks were 'vritten by his father or himself, the account
being in the name of Frank Lambeth; that when he wrote
checks such checks were signed ''Frank Lambeth by Keith
Lambeth"; that no records were kept as to who was hired
or how much they were paid (Tr. 405--152)-and all of
these facts while Keith and his brothers are now claiming
they were the owners of the she_ep business. The court
also asked that Keith produce records, if he had any, respecting moneys received, wages, living expenses and
other items for years 1950 to and including 1953 (Tr. 459).
Keith found and brought to court some cancelled clwcks
for the yean;; 1952 and l~J;);1, but no other recordF {Tr.
460).
The court did not submit to the j1u~· that part of the
aerount HH to the amount paid (meaning "·ag·es paid to
l{eith, Ellis, A nbra and-or Thallo) (Tr. -161). It wa~ stipulated, howeY<'l', that the bank arronnt was in the name of
Frank Lambeth until the end of 195~~ ~ that during the entirP ~·<'nr~ of 1952-10;);1 both Frank Lambeth and l{eith
wrote checks on the account for charg-es ag·ainst sheep
operationR and alRo for p0rRonal exp0nditures and obliSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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gations of Frank Lambeth, including monthly payments
of $129.06 to Commercial Credit Corp. for an automobile
owned by Frank Lambeth (Tr. 461-2).

It was also stipulated that these checks were drawn
from June 1st, 1952, to the end of 1953, and might be considered by the court in connection with the issues to be
determined by the court (Tr. 462-3-4). In September,
1952, a check for a little more than $2600.00 was given to
Givans, Inc., drawn on the Frank Lambeth account, for
the purchase of an automobile by Keith (Tr. 464).
STATE~1:ENT

OF ERRORS RELIED ON

The errors relied on by the plaintiff for a reversal
of that portion of the judgment of the trial court from
which this appeal has been taken, can be stated as follows:
1. The court erred in making findings and conclusions

to the effect that Frank Lambeth was not insolvent on
May 18th, 1953, when the deeds and bill of sale were recorded, and that the making and-or delivery of the conveyances and-or the recordation thereof were not in fraud
of this plaintiff as a creditor of Frank Lambeth; and in
dismissing the complaint as .against the children of said
Lambeth who had not executed the notes sued upon.
(a) The evidence is overwhelming that Frank Lambeth was in~wlvent at the time of the recordation of the
deeds and bill of sale, under the defination set forth in
Sec. 25-1-2, U.C.A. 1953.
(b) The evidence is overwhelming that no fair con8ideration was given by the grantees for the property conveyed, under the defination of fair consideration as set
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forth in Sec. 25-1-3, U.C ..A. 1953.
(c) No actual intent on the part of Frank Lambeth
to defraud his creditors was necessary because the transfers were made without a fair consideration, as provi.ded
by Sec. 25-1-4, U.C.A. 1953~
(d) The evidence clearly shows that if in fact there
was a delivery of the deeds and bill of sale, such delivery
was made without adequate consideration and at a time
when Frank Lambeth was about. to engage in a substan-:tial business ; and the evidence further is clear that by
such delivery, if in fact there was such, he divested himself of all of his perso:p.al assets to the end that he had no
(~apital remaining with which to operate the business. Sec.
25-1-5 and 25-1-6, U.C.A. 1953.
(e) The evidence is overwhelming that Frank Lambeth, with actual intent to defraud, af' distinguished from
;,ntent presumed by law, delivered and recorded the conveyances so as to hinder, delay and defraud his present
as well as future creditors. Sec. ~5-1-'i. r.r.A. 1953
(f) The evidence is ronclnsiYe that the con\Teyance
of the personal property by bill of sale of sheep, camp
outfi~, etc., then in possession of Frank Lambeth was not
acc0,mpanied h~r a deliYer~T to the grantees "'rithin a reasonable time and-or followed hy an actual and continued
change of possession of the property claimed to have been
conv~yed, which is conclusive evidence of fraud as against
his creditors. The eYidence is conclusive and uncontroverted in rver:v wa~T that plaintiff was a creditor of Frank
Lambeth while such personal property was in his possesC3ion or uudrr h-is ronfrol. Sec. 25-1-14, lT.C.A. 1953.
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(g) The evidence is very clear that Frank Lambeth,
on Federal and State income tax returns reported all ineome from the sheep operations as his sole income, and
reported wages paid his sons for their employment, and
the sons reported wages received only-not income or
loss from the sheep operations. This completely negatives any idea that the sons were the owners or considered
themselves the owners of the sheep business and-or the
recipients of the profits or income therefrom. r:rhe defendants themselves have thus characterized their own
understanding of the. claimed transaction.
(h) The evidence is overwhelming that in conveying
the personal property to his children (as well as the real
estate), if intended at all as a bona fide transfer, Frank
Lambeth did so with the intention that the property be
held in trust for his use, and the conveyances were therefore void as against the plaintiff, as either a then existing or as a subE:equent creditor of said Frank Lambeth.
Nee. 2•3-1-11, r.C.A. 1953.
2. The court erred in making and entering that portion of the judgment contained in paragraphs 6 and 7
thereof, finding the conveyances to be valid and not fraudulent as against creditors, and in dismissing the plaintiff's complaint as against the grantees.
3. The court erred in not awarding plaintiff judgment againRt all of said defendants as prayed for in his
complaint.
4. The court erred in sustaining defendants' objection
to introduction in evidence of plaintiff's exhibits Nos. 13
and 14, the evidence being admissible for the purpose of
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showing, among other things,. the outstanding indebtedness to Givans, Inc.-which sheds light on the question
of value of assets claimed by Frank Lambeth to show his
daimed solvency.
5. The court erred in sustaining defendants' objec. tion to the introduction in evidence of plaintiff's exhibit
15, this evidence being clearly admissible for the purpose
of showing suits pending against Lambeth and Givans,
Inc., and shedding light on the issue of Lambeth's solvency or insolvency.
6. The court erred in withholding from the jury the
cleposition of the witness Scoville and the circumstances
under which the financial statement of Frank Lambeth
was given to Pacific Finance Corp. The evidence offered
sheds light on the matter of intention of Lambeth to convey his property in fraud of cre~tors, and also on the
fact that he was the actual owner of the property conveyed.
7. The court _erred in 'vithholding from the jury the
information shown by the checking account of Frank
Lambeth, proving payment of wages to his sons, drawing
of checks for his personal expenditures, and other financial transactions negativing· ownership of the sheep business assets by his sons. That evidence was vital for the
jury to consider in determining whether or not Lambeth
was the actual owner of the property and whether or not
he intended to defraud his creditors b~T delivering and
recording the ronve~TanreR.
8. The court erred in refusing· plaintiff's motion for
a dirertr<l vrrrlirt for t.hr reason that nn~T verdict of the
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jury or judgment of the court in favor of the defendants
must, of necessity, be based upon sympathy or conjecture.
There is no substantial or any evidence in the record to
support such verdict or judgment. On the contrary, the
judgment is unsupported by sufficient or any evidence
whatsoever.
AR.GP~fENT

General Statements
In this action the plaintiff is asking a court of equity
to hold those certain conveyances made by the defendant
Frank Lambeth to his seven sons and daughters be dedared void, and that a judgment for a very substantial
sum in favor of plaintiff and against Frank Lambeth be
declared a lien on said properties. The plaintiff recovered a judgment for a sum of approximately $36,000.00
against Frank Lambeth, his son-in-law Esmeier and his
rlaug·hter, Corrinne Esmeier. However, the trial court
rendered judgnwnt that the conveyances involved in this
action were not void and dismissed the action as against
the grantees named in the conveyances.
Of course, in an equity proceeding the Supreme Court
will review the testimony and determine its weight. At
the outset ·we recognize the rule that much consideration
must be gi \Ten to the trial court's finding·s. But we invoke the doctrin(' that if the evidence iR so vague and uncertain that the findings based thereon are obviously erroneous, the Supreme Court would and should make new
findings upon a proper review.
The paramount quPstion now before this Court for
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review is : Does the evidence support the finding of the
court-first, that Frank Lambeth was not insolvent on
May 18th, 1953, when certain deeds and a bill of sale were
recorded, and secondly, were such conveyances in fraud
of plaintiff as a creditor of Frank Lambeth. For this
Court's convenience in considering the problems we have,
under Point 1, attempted to segregate and set out separately the various phases making up a fraudulent conveyance and we will comment on them separately.
We are convinced that a reading of the transcript of
the trial proceedings will support every statement contained in the appellant's statement of facts ; and that this
Court will, upon reviewing the ~vidence, conclude that the
evidence does not support the findings that Frank Lambeth was solvent and the conveyances not fraudulent. It
would be needless repetition to detail all of the evidence,
since the Court will read the transcript and .examine the
(~xhibits, but the appellant will highlight the uncontroverted evidence upon which he relies for a reversal of the
judgment of th(\ trial court.
Preliminary to the argument, it will be well to call
the Court's attention to the status of appellant as a creditor, well stated in 37 C.J.S. Sec. 1, pag·e 83:2, under the
title ''Fraudulent Conveyances'':
''Creditors are a fa,·ored cia::-;~. and the preser'.·ation of their rights is a fundamental policy of the
law. Credit is extended on reliance on the evidence
of the ability of the debtor to pay, and in confidence
that his possessions will not be diminished to the
prejudice of those who trust hin1. This reliance is
disappointed, and this confidence ahnsed, if he diSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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vested himself of his property by g1v1ng it away
after he has obtained credit. Accordingly, while one
tendency of modern legislation has been to prevent
unfeeling rreditors· from oppressing or punishing a
debtor for his poverty, a strong purpose is .manifested in recent statutes and decisions of the courts to
enlarge ~nd strengthen the creditor's remedies
against the property of the debtor."
Point 1 (a)
The Uniform Fraudulent ConYeyance Act (Sec. 251-2, U.C.A. l953L provides: "A person is insolvent when
the present fair ~alable value of his assets is less than the
u.mount that will be required to satisfy his probable liability on his existing debts as they become absolute and
1natm·rrl." The definition is general, but the authorities,
when discussing the question, are not.
On January 6th, 1953, a note was given by Frank
Lambeth and Esmeier and wife to plaintiff in the sum of
$8700.00, payable on November 1st, 1953. A similar no.te
was given to Bertrand T. Givan, predecessor in interest
to plaintiff. There was no provision in either note for
an accelleration of the due date, so that the indebtedness
of $17,400.00 did not mature until November 1st, 1953. No
part of these notes, either principal or. interest was paid,
and this action wn:-; commenced ahont December 5th, 1953,
about one month later.
On February 19th, 1953, a note was given by :B,rank
Lambeth and ~smeier and wife to plaintiff in the sum of
$8750.00, payable in the amount of $72.91 monthly commencing February 25, 1953, plus accrued interest. A similar note waH given to Bertrand T. Givan. These notes
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provide that '• }f not paid promptly at the time it becomes
due the holder may at his option declare the principal immediately due and payable.'' The payees of the notes did
not exercise the option to declare the whole amount due
and payable until the filing of the action in December,
1953, even though the notes were in default several
months prior thereto. There was due on each note at the
time of the commencement of the action and when the
entire balance became absolute and matured, the sum of
$8573.04, or a total on both notes of $17,146.08 (Findings
of Fact Nos. 1 and 2, R. 56). When the action was commenced there was due on the four notes a sum in excess
of $34,500.00 and considerable interest.
It can be seen from the terms of the four notes that
they matured as follows: $17,400.00 on XoY. 1st, 1953, and
$17,146.08 on Dec. 5th, 1953, when the action was commenced. Therefore, under the Fraudulent Conveyances
Act (Sec. 25-1-2, U.C.A. 1953), Lambeth was insolvent if
the present fair salable value o£ his assets was less than
the amount required to satisfy the liability of his existing
debts a·s of November 1st, 1953, and as of December :5,
1953. That is the test.
Counsel for Lambeth contended at the pre-trial and
during the triaJ that the plaintiff could not prevail unless
plaintiff could prove that Lambeth was insolYent on ~[ay
18th, 1953, wh011 he recorded the deeds and bill of sale.
The trial court adopted that ,·iew. (Findings Nos. 13 and
18, R. 90 and 91). \Y f' are referring to the seeond and
fiwtl sf't of findings.
Plaintiff eontends that herans0 tlw obligations l1ad
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ueen incurred and Lambeth was indebted thereon months
prior to the recordation of the conveyances in May of
1953, the question of his insolvency or solvency on that
date was immaterial, but the question of his solvency or
insolvency on December 5th, 1953, was the sole and material issue. The court failed to make any finding whatsoever as to Lambeth's solvency or insolvency on Decemher 5th, 1953. However, Lambeth has never contended
that he was solYent on that date. As a matter of fact he
was not solvent on May 18th, 1953, as evidenced by the
following:
He was indebted _to the Bank of Southern Utah, in
the sum of approximateley $31,000.00 and gave a mortgage on his sheep outfit and grazing land to secure payment thereof (Tr. 194-5-6). On Feb. 14, 1953, he borrowed
$10,000.00 and mortgaged his home as security therefor
(Tr. 248-252; Ex. 11). This mortg·age was given and the
indebtedness incurred by Lambeth even though he now
claims he had previously conveyed the property to his
sons. The amount due under this mortgage was not repaid on 1\i[ay 18th or on Dec. 5, 1953. On June 25, 1953,
he put a second mortgage on this home property for
$1200.00, borrowed from the General Acceptance Corp.,
(Tr. 215-217 and 248-252; Ex. 12). The $10,000.00 borrowed on his home was paid to the Givan Bros. as a part
of the down payment of $16,0QO.OO and which was the
only payment ever made by him for the purchase of the
Givans stock. While it is· true that the above amounts in
excess of $42,000.00 were secured by property, it is equally true that Lambeth was personally liable thereon, and
in thr rYent 0f a foreclormre, if he had previously eon~
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veyed away all of his property, as he now contends, he
could not have responded to any ~ deficiency judgment.
Moreover, the above shows that he was heavily involved,
because he could not raise even the $16,00.00 down payment without :anortgaging his home, and he could not borrow moneys to make the cash payment of $60,000 originally contemplated, or the $35,000.00 contemplated by the
agreement of Jan. 6th, 1953, even though he had made repeated efforts from a number of banks.
Counsel for Lambeth insisted vigorously throughout
the trial, and the trial court adopted the view, that because
Lambeth had purchased a part of the stock of Givans, Inc.
on Feb. 19th, 1953, and he and Esmeier were the owners
of practically all of the outstanding stock, then on May
18th, 1953, Lambeth was solvent. Findings Nos. 15 and
16 of the court's final findings (R. 90) state that on Feb.
19th, 1953, the assets of Givans, Inc. were in exr0ss of
$100,000.00, but that the corporation had outstanding liabilities in the sum of approximately $37,000.00; thus in(licating a net worth of approximately $43,000.00. Finding
No. 17 (R. 90) states there i~ no sufficient evidence to
nnable the court to determine what the value of 1600
shares of stock wa~ on l\[a~· 18th, 1953, when the deeds
and bill of sale were recorded nor to what extent the
assets o\vned h~· Givans, Inc. had increased or decreased
between Feb. 1 ~t. 1953 and 1\fay 18th, 1953. There ean be
no question about there being no sufficient evidence to
rnable the eourt to determine the value of 1600 shares of
stock on 1\fn~' 18th, 1953, hut there is ample evidence from
whirh the court could and should have found that the as~rts had rlrrr0nsed vrr~· materially. In any event LamSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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beth and.Esmeier were in possession of the business and
all of the assets of Givans, Inc. between those dates. They
kept the books and records. It was information they
could have furnished. Esmeier who testified at the first
hearing held at Beaver, Utah, stated the books of the corporation were in the Givans building (at Cedar City) and
some in the office of Attorney Patrick Fenton (Tr. 32).
He stated they sold auto parts in the due course of business and used the money to pay indebtedness and overhead expenses and his salary; that they collected on the
book accounts and used the money in the business operation, sold used cars (Tr. 34 to ~7), but he was evasive
about the extent of either additions to assets or depl~
tions and would not express any opinion thereon. He was
positive that there were no assets belonging to Givans,
Inc. left at the time of the trial (Tr. 37) and that the machinery and equipment, furniture and fixtures were lost
1hrough the Lundgren foreclosure (Tr. 35). Lambeth did
not know how much of the assets were up or down between
those dates, but expressed an opinion they were greater on
~fay 18th, 1953. However, he never examined the books
and records of the company, had no idea as to amount of
sales or purchases, and did not know whether any books
were kept concerning purchases and sales (Tr. 239-242).
He did know, however, that the Lundgren foreclosure
wiped out all the assets of Givans, Inc. who never did any
business thereafter (Tr. 242-3).
At the second and final hearing in Parowan, demand
was made that Lambeth produce the books and records
of Givans, Inc. and the court made its order that Lambeth and:-or Ef-'meier should produce the books if they
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were able to do so (Tr. 236-(). The books were never
produced. Why¥ It is significant that Eismeier, who
was in charge of the business and one of the defendants,
and who had ac~ess to the books, never did appear in court
at the hearing or trial in Parowan, although he lived at
Cedar City, only nineteen miles away (Tr. 233-234).
Finding No. 18 (R. 90 and 91) is, to say the least, useless and argumentative and certainly cannot support the
conclusion that Lambeth was solvent on .Jiay 18th, 1953.
That finding states ''that if the shares of stock of Givans,
Inc. were worth the amount agreed to be paid by Lambeth
and Esmeier for the stock and if the stock was worth the
~arne on J\fay 18th, 1953, when the deeds and bill of sale
involved were recorded, tlu'u Lambeth had an equity of
at least $16,000.00 and apparently $29,500.00 in the shares
of stock in exc8ss of his liabilities, aud he ~t·as ·not tl1e11 in.'iolvent." Of what possible value can such a finding be
to support the ruling that Lambeth was solvent, when the
court had previously found (Finding Xo. 17) that there
was no sufficient evidence to enable the court to deterInine what the value of the. stork was: and such finding
was made notwithstanding· the foreclosure proceeding-s,
unpaid judgments against Lambeth and loss of the entjre business. Obviously the plaintiff could not affirmati,·e provp thP value, since the defendants were in possesion of the bocks and records and refused to produce
them, and the defendants did or should have known the
Yalue and refused to divnlg-e the information. The court
penalized t hP plaintiff and resolved the question in favor
of <lPf<'IHlnnts. It is important to note that the record
f:howR this stork, when a<"quired hy Lambeth and Esmeier,
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with their full knowledge, was pledged to Lundgren, as
ctdditional security, for a. $17,500.00 obligation. The
court failed to take this into consideration and defendants
choose to overlook the fact that in setting up the problematical and conjectural equity of Lambeth in the stock~ it
was mortgaged for a figure in excess of the minimum
value and far. in excess of fifty percent of the maxirrmm
value under which the solvency of Lambeth is claimed.
The record from one end to the other is full, complete and
uncontroverted that at no time since the notes were given
was Lambeth able to pay the $17,500.00 encumbrance, or
that he ever did pay any part of it. Such equity as he
may have had became absolutely valueless when Lundgren foreclosed his property.
In order to show that the assets of Givans, Inc. had
decreased, or at least to show the business was heavily
and in grave danger of almost immediate loss, plaintiff
tendered exhibits 13, 14, 15 and 16. The court refused to
admit 13, 14 and 15, which we have heretofore assigned
as error. Exhibit 13 is a second mortgage on its building
given by Givans, Inc. to Pacific Finance Company for
$13,700.00 (Tr. 212-214). It was given on May 12th, 1953,
before the reeordation of the conveyances, and within
ihree months after Lambeth and Esmeier took over the
business. It v;ras given because Esmeier had sold used
cars and failed to tnrn the money he received to the Paeifie Finance Cnmpany who had financed the cars (Tr.
231-232). · Exhibit 14 .was a mortgage given July 1st,
105:1, by Givans, Inc. to L. C. 1\liles for $5,000.00 previously advanced bv Miles and which fell due June 30th, 1953,
no part of which indebtedneRs had been pai(1. This is one
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of the obligations listed in the agreement of date Jan. 6th,
1953, which Lambeth personally assumed and for which
so far as Givan Brothers were concerned, he was per:;onally liable ( Tr. 215). Exhibit 15 are portions of the
court files in the Lundgren foreclosure action, commenced
in November, 1953, and which resulted in a final foreclosure sale Nov. 13, 1954. :Jieanwhile Lambeth and Esmeier were in possession of the assets of Givans, Inc., selling off auto pa1·ts and cars, collecting book accounts and
retaining the money. These files show a .stipulation Letween counsel for Givans, Inc. (actually Lambeth andEsmeier who were stockholders of at least 1980 out of 2000
shares of its outstanding capital stock) and Farmers
State Bank, that this bank had taken a judgment against
Givans, Inc. and 1_1-,rank Lambeth for approximately
twelve or thirteen thousand dollars. These files show
also a stipulation wa~ entered into between counsel for
(Evans, Inc. and Pacific Finance Co. showing that about
June 19, 1953, Pacific Finance Co. commenced an action
to foreclose it~ mortgage for a balance of approximately
ten thousand dollars; that Lundgren's mortgage was
foreclosed and the building, stock of parts. merchandise,
furniture, fixtures, and all remaining assets were sold.
\V e do not contend that these exhibits would be admissible
for all purposns, but in an ~wtion inYolYing a claimed
fraudulent conY0yanre, wherf' the question of insolYency
is material and the defendants claim and the trial court
found the stork of GiYans was of a Yalue sufficient to show
thf' solYf'ne~v of Lambeth, the~r wC'rf' rf'rtainl~T admissible
ns tf'n<ling to show finaneial inYoln?mrnt, inability to meet
ohlig·at.ions, lark of snffirient rapital to rarry on and loss
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of the entire assets because of lack of funds. In what
better manner can insolvency be shown? Exhibit 16 was
admitted by the court, which is a transcript of judgment
entered in an action by Farmers State Bank against
Frank Lambeth in the sum of twelve thousand dollars.
This was an obligation assumed by Frank Lambeth on
~,eb. 19th, 1953, as shown by the addendum to the January 6th, 1953, agreement.
We call attention to the fact that Lambeth 1frankly
admitted when asked how he expected to pay the Durrant
note of ten thousand dollars, he having divested himself
of all his personal property, that he would do so out of
the garage (Tr. 263). Also that he expected to pay all of
the notes out of the profits of the business because he had
divested himself of all of his (property by the conveyances to his children (Tr. 265). Also, that he did not expect to make sufficient profits in one year with which to
pay these obligations, hut he expected to meet the obligations by extensions (Tr. 266-267). It would seem that
those admissions, without other facts, would show Lambeth was unable to meet his obligations when they fell
due; that he was relying only on extensions of time not
even as yet requested or granted in order to do so. 1'hese
admissions sho'w also that he had neither the ability nor
the intention of paJ!ing these obligations, excepting, (and
as, if and when) thr garage bttsiness ·made a profit.
It would seem that the defendants believe, and i.he
trial court sustained them in their contention and belief,
that a person is solvent if he has the intention to pay his
then matured obligations out of future profits of a business, while being unable to meet such obligations at rnaSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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turity. This seems to be an entirely new concept concerning solvency.
Insohrency has also been defined as the inability
to pay debts when they become due in the ordinary
course of business, or where the value of his remaining property is so near the amount of his debts that
the conveyance tends directly to impair creditors'
power to force collection by judicial process. 37 C.J.S.
page 946.
It has been generally held that if the grantor at
the time of the execution of a voluntary conveyance,
although not actually insolvent, is in embarrassing
circumstances which eventually end in insolvency,
the conveyance is void, especially if the insolvency
follows ·within a short time after the conYeyance. 37
C.J.S. page 947.
To avoid decree setting aside a conYey·ance as
fraudulent, it must appear that property retained by
debtor ·is sufficient in amount to satisfy indebtedness,
ea.sily assessible, and subject to attachment at suit of
creditors. Security State Bank of Harre rs. Jlclntyre, 228 Pac. 619.
That some property was retained for short time
after gift did not relieYe transfer from charge of being fraudulent. Allee rs. Shay, 268 Pac. 962.
Debtor in embarrassed circumstances. F~ven
though at the time of the conveyance the property retained by grantor was not necessarily insufficient to
pay his debts, yet if he was in embarrassed circumstances or involved to a material extent so as in Yiew
of ordinary conting·encies to endanger the rights of
his creditors, the conveyance will be held fraudulent
:.17 C.•J.S. pagPs 943-·-1-.
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ing whether property of sufficient value was retained
so as to permit debtor's voluntary conveyance to
stand; it is essential that property retained be readily available for the satisfaction of creditor's claims
by legal process. 37 C.J.S. page 944.
Unavailability of property retained. It is essential to the validity of a voluntary conveyance as
against existing creditors that the property retained
by the donor on making the conveyance be readily
available for the satisfaction of their claims by legal
process. The law looks to the attainment of practical
results and a solvency which it cannot employ in the
payment of the debts of an unwilling debtor is certainly not distinguishable by any valuable difference
from insolvency. If the property retained is such or
that it is encumbered so as to necessitate litigation to
reach the property or is such as cannot be reached by
creditors without some affirmative action on the part
of the debtor himself, it will not avail. 37 O.J.S.
pag~ 945.
As a matter of fact the venT rarly case of Ogden
8tatr Bank rs. Barker, 12 Utah 13, 40 Pac. 765, seems
conclusiYe on this question. This case has never been
overruled, but on the contrary has been cited in numerous
cases by this Honorable Court as stating the correct law
concerning fraudulent eonYc~Tanecs. This case holds that
the judgment and fruitless execution are evidence that a
creditor's legal remedies had been exhausted and conclusive evidence of the (1Pl>tor 's insolYency. When the Barker case was deeicled, the procedures required to attack a
fraudulent conveyance was first to procure a judgment,
have execution issued, and then file the creditor's suit.
Utah Rules of Civil Procedure now permit the joining of
a suit to set aside a fraudulent conveyanee with thc action
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upon the indebtedness. However, upon principle the
~arne rule would apply, that is, the filing of suit and invoking aid of the courts to enforce a collection of the account is evidence of the debtor's insolvency, at least to
the point of requiring the debtor to show his solvency. In
the Barker case it is expressly stated: ''If the indebtedness is so large that the effect of the transfer is to defraud creditors, the conveyance is void. If insolvency,
therefore, takes place shortly after the making of the conveyance, that is enough." Citing Bump on Fraudulenfi
f!onreyances, pp 282-283.
To sum up on the question of solvency or insolvency
of Frank Lan1beth :
The assets of Givan~ Inc. were lost by reason of the
foreclosure of the Lundgren mortgage (Ex. 15) wherein
Givans, Inc. mortgaged its principal asset, real estate, and
its stock of merchandise, auto parh, acressories, fnrniture and fixture~.
In addition Givans, lnc., after Lambeth and Esmeier
took possession, gave mortgag·es to Pacific Finance Company and L. C. l\Iiles, which mortgages were never paid.
In addition to the notes due this plaintiff, there was outstanding the oblig·ation due Farmers State Bank which
:B...,rank Lambeth assumed in his agreement with Givan
Brother~ and which had never been paid at the time of
the trial of this case : there was outstanding· Lambeth'~
obligation due Durrant on the mortg·age of his home, and
a second mortg-ag·e on the home due General ~\rrrptance
Corporation. There was also outstanding· Lambeth's note
and mortgage for $31,000.00 due the Bank of Southern
lTtah for whieh he was personally liable, even though his
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sons might pay it in the future.
To say, with these facts in mind, that Lambeth's
stock in Givans, Inc. was sufficient in value to pay his
personal obligations, much less all of the obligations he
had personally assumed, and thus \Yas solvent, is to make
a mockery of the facts.
Point 1(b)
The evidence is overwhelming that no fair consideration was given by the grantees for the property conveyed,
under the definition of fair consideration as set forth in
Sec. ~3-1-3 U. C.A. 1953.
It requires no great argument to sustain this position. A fair consideration is defined to be:

(1) When in exchange for such property, or obligation, as a fair equivalent therefor, and in good
faith, property is conYeyecl or an antecedent debt is
satisfied; or
(2) When such property or obligation is receiYed
in good faith to secure a present advance or antecedent debt in an amount not disproportionately small
when compared with the YahH' of the property or
obligation obtained.
The deeds covering realty each recite a consideration
of one dollar, thus showing prima facie a nominal consideration and voluntary eonYcyanrc. It is therefore incumbent upon the defendant to show a fair consideration.
It is his burden The bill of sale recites the sum of one
dollar paid to him by his sons "and in consideration of
the continual labor &nd help th0y have given w,itho11t
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pay." This would indicate on the face of the document
that the grantor Lambeth was not obligated to pay for
labor and help, but at most was doing so as a voluntary
gesture. But if we adopt the Yiew that he owed the boys
for labor and help, it is incumbent upon the grantor andor the granteeR to show the amount he owed so t'hat it
can be determined that the antecedent debt is in an amount
not disproportionately small and not grossly inadequate
to the value of the property conveyed to them. In this
connection we call attention that much of the greater
amount of labor rendered by the sons was during their
minority. A parent is entitled to the services of minor
children and not liabl~ to compensate.
As to the girls, there is no contention that they paid
anything for the property conveyed to them. Lambeth
stated that he had no legal deed to the land-that it was
a part of the estate of his wife's father whose estate was
never probated. The taxes went unpaid on this property
and Frank Lambeth acquired a title thereto by tax deed,
and for a long period of years thereafter he paid the
taxes on the property out of his personal moneys (Tr.
354-5). There wa~ no pleading to the effect that the girls
owned the property. There is no showing as to what
their interest, if any, would be in the property. In some
later proceeding, if the eonYeyance be not upheld in this
;wtion, and plaintiff procures a lien on the property. the
girls might n.;;srrt their ownership. The isslw of legal
1itle would properly be before the court at which time
plaintiff could contend that tlH"~· lost their title when
Frank Lambeth acquired his tith"} from the eounty and
could nl~o eontrnd that thr~· wrre estopped to elaim title
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after permitting their father to claim and hold title for
many years, permitting it to be assessed to and occupied
and worked by him.
As to the boys there is not even one shred of evidence to advise the court or a jury in what amount, if
any, Lambeth 'Yas indebted to his sons for wages. Every
presumption, from the testimony of Lambeth and the boys
indicates they never intended to claim, nor did they ever
claim any unpaid wages due. No amount was ever liq·Llidated or attempted to be liquidated, and the actual conYeyances were not made for the purpose or with the view
of paying wages. On the contrary the conveyances were
made by Frank Lambeth with a view of divesting himself
of the title to the property in order to become judgmenf
proof. The testimony of Lambeth and his sons respecting
wages is so vague and uncertain as to what was earned,
when, unpaid balances due at any time, how much to each,
the amount or value of their wages, how much they were
paid from time to time, that the reader of the transcript
is left in complPte confusion. However, we will try to
touch on the hie;h_spots of such testimony without undue
elaboration.
Lam beth w0nt into the sheep hnsiness 1n 1934. The
boys cmnmenct~d working- along with him. All of the boys
did not work with the sheep all of the time, excepting,
perhaps, during lambing· time ( Tr. 272). No records of
the business were eYer k.ept. ,Lambeth relied on bank
statements that "'c>rc rendered with the return of caneelled checks each month. All wages were paid by check.
Lambeth had no records on what was due the boys prior
to 1950. At that time (1950 is the (latP of the convey-
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ances) Lambeth had not discussed with any of the boy~
what was due them, did not know how much either of
them were claiming or even that he was owing for wages.
There was no discussion when the bill of sale was given
about whether that wiped the slate clean (Tr. 272 to 277).
Plaintiff's counsel asked Frank Lambeth if it was not a
fact that in having the conveyances prepared he was
thinking of avoiding the expenses and trouble of a probate
on his death, and he replied, "that may have been a consideration, but there is a lot more to it." (Tr. 278).
When the boys were single they didn't draw any
wages; they put in their time and if they needed money
for clothes or to go some place, they got it (Tr. 290).
On June 1st, 1952, a deed was made by Frank Lambeth conveying to Thallo a piece of property in Iron
County because rrhallo was not in the army but stayed
and took care of the sheep and worked with them while
the other boys were away, and the property was given to
Thallo ''to show the appreciation of his services, staying
with the sheepn (Tr. 2!16-7). Xo proof was offered as
to the value of the property but it is stated definitely by
Lambeth it was given for serYices while working "ith the
~heep, leaving; unexplained whether it was payment in
full, or if not, what portion of the scrYices were being
compem;;ated.
Lambeth fir~t talked to the boys about deeding the
pro1wrt~· in lD-t-7, but in answer to the question as to why

he had thC' deeds made out in 1950, he answered:
'' Oh, I was getting up in yC'ars. ..:\. man never
knows when lw is going to die. Tf he has his propSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
Library Services and Technology Act, administered by the Utah State Library.
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erty fixed up a little it is a good thing to have done"
(Tr. 299).
In answer to the question as to what he owed the boys
in 1950 he stated:
"That would be hard to strike, hard to estimate. I have no books on it. I owed them money
but it would be hard to determine whether I owed the
same amount to each. The one that did the most work
would be the one that had the most coming. That is
the reason r:rh.allo got the extra lot.'' ( Tr. 305).
As to Ellis and Aubra, no record was kept as to when
they worked, for how long, or how much they drew for
their personal needs. As shown by income tax returns
some sons had substantial businesses of their own and
helped only in their spare time No record _of how much
]{eith drew out in 1944 or other years appears in the record. They each drew what they needed (Tr. 340-341).
Lambeth had no idea of w4at time the boys put in (Tr.
:~42). There was no understanding as to how much the
boys were to get. They could draw what they needed or
wanted. That situation never did change, even after the
transfers. The limit on what they could draw out was
what they had coming but they could draw up to that
amaunt, and it was left to the boys to determine what
they had coming. Keith would give them what they wanted. No record shows what Ellis or Aubra drew as wages
( Tr. 342 to 346). Lambeth never did discuss with the
boys how much they would draw as due each one, nor did
they ever discuss it with him. They never made any demands for sett,lernent in any specific amount, but in 1947
1he boys said to their father, "You are getting along, in
:n~ars, dad. You had hett<-•r gPt your things fixed up,
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other people 11re doing it." (Tr. 348-9).

Q. And so you waited another three years to decide to
get your things fixed up, is that right~
A. Yes, sir. ('rr. 349).

Q. When did the boys tell you they wanted what was
coming to them V
A. They wanted their share, they wanted-knew that
that was to be their business sooner or later.

Q. Sooner or later, that is right, and as a matter of
fact they wanted that to be their: business if any accident happened to you or upon your death, that is
right, isn't it~
A. That is ·why-

Q. That is why yon made those documents.
A. That is why we discussed it and talked about it.

Q. That is what yon talked about?
A. Yes.

Q. That upon your death they wanted to know they
would sneered to this, is that right?
A. They didn't haY<.' to wait until I died. ..:\ny time I
retired or hecame so I wasn't on actiYe duty to take
care of it, which I hadn't been for some time and
the~T was assuming· the obligation of assuming· the
<luti<.'s of taking rarf' of it. (Tr. 349-330).
The ho~·s did prartically all the work from 1944 up
to and including 195B. The lahor of the boys was prac1ieall~· all the labor used in the sheep operations between
those yean; (Tr. 338). Const>q1wnt I:· there was actually
no di ff<'l'<.'lH'C' lwtw<.'<'ll Frank Lambeth's actiYity and manSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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agement before or after the conveyances.
The income tax returns filed by Frank Lambeth for
at least the years when he furnished copies of his tax returns, shows that he paid out substantial sums for wages
as part of the expense of operating the sheep business.
The returns filed by Ellis and Aubra for certain of those
years shows the receipt of wages from Frank Lambeththus showing that at least as to those boys they were paid
wages for their services. Thallo and Keith refused to
comply with the demand that they furnish copies of income tax returns from which inforntation as to wages
might be available.
Upon direct examination Keith stated he could not
how much his father owed him (Tr. 414). Upon crossexamination Keith testified that as far back as ten years
ago he had an arrangement with his father that upon his
father's death he would succeed to the title to the house
(meaning all of the boys). The purpose of this discussion
was on the basis that Frank Lambeth might deed the
home to them sometime in the 1future, but actually he
wanted them to have it upon his death (Tr. 425-6-7).
~ay

Keith furnished the accountant with the figures upon
which Frank Lam beth's tax returns were made. Frank
Lambeth was present (Tr. 432). These returns show that
:B,rank Lambeth claimed the ownership of the sheep business and that he was paying out wages to his sons for
their services.
From the 1940's on Keith kept no records of how
much he drew fm: services and has no record of figures
available. He kept no r0ronl of "That he <lrcw for sub-
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sistence, spending money or otherwise. He does not know
how much he took out in wages in 1949. The same is true
for 1950 and 1951 and 1953 (Tr. 434-5). He claims to
have filed income tax returns, but refused and failed to
furnish the copies demanded (Tr. 437). He does not know
how much of the wages Frank Lambeth paid as reported
in his income tax returns went to Keith, or to Aubra or
Ellis (Tr. 438-9). At no time did Keith ever arrive at any
figure with his father as to wages due (Tr. 443). In the
1953 return made by Frank Lambeth there is a deduction
for wages paid. In answer to the question as to whom
these wages were paid, Keith stated it included himself
and brothers ('Ir. 446).
Q. Why, then, do you say that you owned the business
'and you considered that when you were drawing
wages from Frank Lambeth?

A. Well, if I draw anything, if I owned a business, am
I entitled to draw anything out of it as wages 7
Q. Yes, but why do you show that as Frank Lambeth
having paid the wages 1

A. I don't know. (Tr. 446-7).
During the month of September of 1952, a check for
twenty-six hundred and some odd dollars was drawn on
th~ Frank Lambeth account by I~eith for the purchase of
au automobile for himself (Tr. -H)-!). Keith ne\Ter cheeked
with Aubra or Ellis as to ~,·agt>s coming to them or haYe
any accounting- with them as to any balance of wages
owing to them, and so far as he know·s his father never
did either (Tr. 466).
J~llis

trstified that when he discussed 1nat.ter of wages
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back in the years after he was twenty-one, his father said
·'Well, it ·will he yours when I am ready to retire-! will
leave it all to you fellows" (Tr. 473).

Q. When he told you that you would succeed to this
sheep operation or this herd when he retired, did you
then consider that was the arrangement between
you~

A. Yes, sir.

Q. So that whatever work you did after that was with
the expectation that some time when your father de-~
cided that he was going to retire, he would turn it
over j;o you.
A. Yes, sir.

Q. Did you ever have any different arrangement than
that~

A. No, sir.

* * * * *

Q. In equal shares irrespective of who put in the most
work or the least work·~
A. Yes, we W(~re to work those difficulties out among
ourselves.

Q. And that "'as the reason, I take it, that you didn't
keep any account of how many 4ours you put in or
when you wo_rked or how much you drew out of the
business.
A. Yes, sir.

Q. And at this time you don't know how much w~s actually paid to you over that period of yl'ars, do you~
A. No, sir. (Tr. 481-2).
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Ellis kept no track of work because he still had in
mind the above arrangement-that some time he and his
lH·others would be given this property (Tr. 482-3).
Aubra testified to about the same as Ellis. Specifically as follows:

Q. Now, let's get back to the early days when you had
a first conversation with your father* * * I think you
said you would be paid when your father retired. Am
I correct in that~
A. That is what I said.

Q. And there was no discussion as to how much you was
to be paid
0
{

A. No.
At this point it m;ust be observed that while Frank
Lambeth testified that the one that did the most work
would be the on0 that had the most coming, respecting
the conveyances involved in this case all of the boys
shared equally, notwithstanding the evidence showed that
one or two worked more than the others. ~\R to the interest_ conveyed to some, the consideration received by
Frank Lambeth would be even more g-rossly inadequate
than as to otlwrs. The conrlusion i~ inescapable that the
conveyan@s when made, were intended to be in lieu of a
testamentary disposition.
At no place in tlw record, either hy testimony from
J.1,rank Lambeth or nn~· of the hoy~ does there appear to
he an~r understanding that the boys would be entitled to
or get the home of Frank Lambeth in return for the
claimed "·ng:es duP for work with the Rheep.
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Point 1 (c)
If it be concluded by this Honorable Court that the
conveyances were made without a fair consideration as
defined in Sec. 25-1-3, U.C.A. 1953, then under the provi~ions of Sec. 25-1-4, U.C.A. 1953, the conveyances are
fraudulent as to Lambeth's creditors without regard to
his actual intent, because there can .be no question but
what Lambeth was thereby rendered insolvent.
Long before the enactment of the Uniform Fraudulent Conveyances Act in Utah it was so held.
A voluntary conveyance of land by a debtor, who
is thereby rendered insolvent, is constructively
fraudulent a~ to existing creditors, without proof of
actual fraud, though the grantee had no knowledge
of the fraud. Ogden State Bank vs. Barker, 12 Utah
13, 40 Pac. 765.

The court was warranted in finding that there
was a lack of fair consideration for these instruments, under the provisions of Sec. 33-1-1, U.C.A.
1943, sinre an actual fraudule11t intent would not be
required when there was no fair value given and the
effect of the transfer was to render the grantor insolvent. earrlrm 1·s. Harper, 106 Utah 560, 151 Pac.
(2nd) 99.
A conveyance h~r a husband to his wife of all
his property for a nominal consideration is fraudulent as to his creditors, though the wife does not participate in an~' fraudulent intent and no actual fraud
on the part of the grantor need be shown. Gustin vs.
J!atheu·s, 25 Utah Hi~, 70 Pac. 402.
Point 1 (d)
The conveyances bear date August 1, 1950. It needs
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no citation of authority to sustain the legal principle that
a deed is ineffective for any purpose unless and until
there is a delivery thereof. In other words, the mere making of a deed, while retained in the possession of the
Inaker and with no present intention to deliver the same,
ran certainly not be cpnsidered an effective instrument.
ln fact the defendants ·in this case have made no such
rlaim.
Lambeth testified that after having the deeds and bill
of sale prepared he took them hom~ and put them away
( Tr. 248). He said he first showed the deeds to the boys
shortly after they were made out, but kept them in his
possession until sometime in the year 1952, when he gave
them to Keith, hut he did not rementber what part of the
year 1952 he delivered them to Keith (Tr. 300). At another time Lambeth said he delivered the deeds in 1952
or 1953, and then stated he thought it was in 1952 (Tr.
347). "But," he said, "tlH~ ho~::s had seen the deeds, they
knew they were in existence and they knew they were
made out.'' He first discussed making the deeds in 1947
but waited a couple of years be~am~e "people don't act on
impulse of the moment on things of that kind, family affairs, they talk it oYer and deride to do things. :Xo big
hurry" (Tr. ~47-8). He did not recall when in 1952 he deJi,·rrrd the deeds, whdher in the earl~·. middle or latter
part of the ~·par _but '•imagined'' it would be in the sumJnertime (Tr. :162). The only other person who could iestif~· to the date of dPli\·l'r~· was l(cith and he stated he
"thought" it wns in the summer of 1~)5~. he "thougbt"
in .Jnl~' (Tr. 415).
The date of thl' deliYery of the <leeds is important,
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and it is significant that while neither Frank Lambeth
or his son would be sure, they nevertheles,.S try to get the
date as early in 1952 as possible. (We observe that it is
impossible for appellant to disprove such testimony except circumstantially). It will be recalled that Exhibit 3
is dated October 1st, 1952, and shows that Lambeth and
the Givan Brothers entered into the contract for the
purchase and sale of the Givans stock for cash. While
the evidence is not clear as to exactly when negotiations
or discussions were first had concerning the sale of the
stock to Lambeth, it is a fair assumption it was sometime
prior to the preparation of Exhibit 3 (Tr. 93-4-5). It is
obvious that the deeds were delivered at a time when
Lambeth first had it in mind to make this purchase and
it well might b8 after he actually signed Exhibit 3.
However, aside from the above, plaintiff insists that
the mere handing over of the deeds and bill of sale to
Keith did not constitute a delivery, in the sense that it
was intended hr either Frank Lambeth or Keith to presently pass the title. True it is that the handing of the
deeds to Keith would justif? an inference that the sarne
were delivered and might be considered prima facie sufficient for that purpose. The inference is not conclusive,
nor would the presumption arising from the possession
uf the deeds by l{eith be conclusive. The entire record
shows conclusi\Tely that the behavior of Frank Lambeth
and his sons subE!equ(•nt to the handing over of the papers
to Keith is inconsistent with the claim of delivery with intent to presently pass title. The mortgaging of the property afterwards by Frank Lambeth, swearing under oath
that he w~s the owner and rntitlc><l to mortgage the same;
1
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1he retention of the deeds without recordation for many
months and until Frank Lambeth was in financial difficulties; the recordation of the deeds to the Iron County
property by Frank, without explanation of how he regained possession thereof ; the filing of income tax returns
1~~· Frank showing him to be the sole owner of the sheep
and sheep outfit: the continued assessment of the property to Frank Lambeth; the claim of Frank to ownership
of all of the property in making his financial stateme~ts
to banks and finance companies ; the carrying of the bank
account in his name ; the use of sheep proceeds to purchase an autom_obile for himself; together with many
other factors, including the exercise of every indicia of
ownership, all without protest or objection or claim of
ownership by or on behalf of the grantees, but with their
knowledge and consent, dissipates any prima facie inference of delivery. The facts.in this case are on all fours
with the factual situation in the case of Stanley rs. StanLey, 37 Utah 3:20, 94 Pac. (:2nd) 463, and if the law announced and the legal principle enunciated in that case
are not to be oYerruled, there was no deliYery of the conveyances, at least until the recordation at a time when
Lambeth was clearl~· insolvent and when such con,·eyanecs wcrc elearl~· in fraud of his then e:ri~ting creditors.

See. :2.)-1-5 r.C ..:\.

1~););~

proYides:

Every emn·<.·~·aner n1ade without fair eonsideration wlwn the person making it is engaged, or is
nJwlff to ('ll.flO/lf' in a husi1wss or transaetion for which
the prop<-' 1·ty r<.'maining in his hands after the eonn:>y~lll<'<-' is an lllll'PasoHahl~· small capital, is fraudulent as
to erPditors and as to other persons who become erediton; d111"ing; tlw continuanc(' of sneh hnsincss or tran-
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saction, without regard to his actual intent.
Sec. 25-1-6 U.C.A. 1953 provides:
Every conveyance made, and every obligation
incurred, without fair consideration, when the person making the conveyance or entering into the obligation intends to, or bdien~s that he will incur debts
beyond his ability to pay as they mature is fraudulent
as to both present and future creditors.
As we have heretofore poiJ!ted out, Frank Lambeth
testified that when he borrowed the ten thousand dollars
on his home to make the down payment and later when he
signed the notPs he expected to pay out of the profits of
the business (Tr. 265-6). He had no other means out of
which he could pay.
Certainly it cannot he successfully contended that the
initial investment in the business of $16,000.00, of which
~10,000 was borrowed money, was a reasonable capital to
put ip_to the transaction. Lambeth agreed to assume approximately $60,000.00 that Givans, Inc. owed. I!e likewise obligated himself on about $35,000.00 in notes as a
part of the purchase price. He also obligated hin1self to
absolve E. K. Givan, father of Givan Brothers of all liability arising out of a $12000.00 note owing to the Farmers State Bank. And all of this on an actual investmf'nt
of $16,000.00 which ~o far as shown by the record was all
that Lambeth actually furnished out of his own independent capital. Anyone who could possibly believe a business
the size of Givans, Inc. with its outstanding indebtednP-ss,
could be (successfully operated on an actual cash investment of $6000.00 does not have the first conception of
business. A~ a matter of fact it is quite apparent and ob-
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vious that Givans, Inc. failed largely because of insufficient capital, and under the 1 provisions of both of the
above sections of the Fraudulent Conveyances Act, the
conveyances made by Lambeth were fraudulent as to the
r,laintiff, without any regard to his actual intent.
Point 1 (e)
However, plaintiff contends that the evidence is overwhelming that Frank Lambeth actually intended to place
his property beyond the reach of creditors by the recordation of the deeds and bill of sale. ::\Iany of the circum~tances hereinbefore related concerning other points are
well applicable here and there is no need to reiterate them.
Except in tpe case of voluntary conveyances where,
as discussed in Fraudulent Cases C.J.S. 37, Sees. 100
and 105, actual fraudulent intent is never necessary
to render the conveyance fraudulent as to existing
creditors, the general rule is that to render an alienation void a5 to creditors, it must have been made by
the debtor with an intent to defraud, delay or hinder
creditors. Such intent will not ordinaril~T be presumed but is 'a question of all the facts and circumstances of the case. .Althoug-h a fraudulent intent
will not ordinarily be presumed it may be inferred
from circunu;:tances and where the effect of a particular transaction with a debtor is to hinder, delay or defraud creditors, the law infprs or supplies the intent,
although there may be no dirl'rt evidence of a corrupt
or di:;:;honorable motive. :ri C.•T.R. pages 949-950.
rrhen• a l'C' circmnstances so frequently attending conveym1ces and transfers intended to hinder, delay and defraud creditors that they are denominated
'' badg·es of fraud'' whirh may be defined as marks,
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signs or indicia of fraud, inferences from by experience from the customary conduct of mankind, or suspicious circumstances overhanging a transaction.
However, badges of fraud amount to little more than
suspicious circumstances which do not in themselves
or per se constitute fraud but merely afford a basis
from which its existence may be properly inferred.
37 CJS page 922.
Such badges of fraud are: An inadequate or fictitious consideration; transfer in anticipation of a
suit; transactions not in usual course or mode of doing business; concealment of or failure to record conveyances; secrecy; insolvency or substantial indebtedness of grantor; transfer of all debtor's property;
failure to produce evidence or to testify with sufficient preciseness as to pertinent details; retention of
possession; relationship of parties; variou~ other
circumstances 'of suspicious character. 37 C.J.S~
pages 922 to 931.
\\' e think it is a fair statement to ~ay that every
I adge of fraud as listed aboYe is present in this case and
~hown by the enti.re record, and in addition thereto are
the facts that thi~ property was permitted by both grantor and grantees to remain on the tax rolls assessed to
grantor; that proceeds from the sale of sheep business
went into the grantor's bank account; that the grantor
used a portion of tlw proceeds from the sale of lambs and
wool for his personal use; that the gTantor reported in his
income returns all profits and took advantage of losses;
that the grantees failed to report in their income tax returns their claimed engagement in the livestock business
hut on the contrary reported and paid a tax on wages paid
them by the grantor during years when they claimed to be
the owners of the lin'stoek business and assets.
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The fact that a conveyance is withheld from record or is otherwise concealed is ordinarily a badge
of fraud * * * since this is calculated to give the debtor a delusivP or fictitious credit. 37 C.J.S. page 926.
(See also Sections 210(b) pages 1038 to 1040, 37
C.JS).
After claiming to have conveyed the property to the
grantees and even after recordation of the documents
I .ambeth mortgaged the home property for $10,000.00
and a short timP later for an additional $1200.00 (m~ing
the proceeds of the last mortgage for his private needs),
and in the acknowledgment to the mortgage stated:
''The mortgagor covenants and agrees with the
mortgagee as follo,vs: 1. That he is the owner in fee
of the above described premises free and clear of any
and all encumbrances, and that he will warrant and
defend the same against all persons and claimants.''
(Tr. 251).
When asked if it did not occur to him at the time he
mortgaged the property that he ought not mortgage property that did not belong to him, Frank Lambeth replied,
·'Well, those other deeds wasn't recorded at that time.''
Q. That is rig·ht. So up until the deeds were recorded
you considered it wa~ your property, didn't ~ou?

A. No, not altogether.
Q. \Yell, wh·1t do you mean-not altog·ether' Either it
was or it wasn't. Now, when you mortg·aged the
property, in all fairness am I overstating it when I
say that you considered it was your property and you
mortgaged it in good faith as such?

A. Yes.
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Q. That is right, isn't it,
A. Yes.

(Tr. 252).

The above \Yas true on June 25, 1953, when he mortgaged the property to Gel).eral Acceptance Corporation
(Mr. F1 royd), hecause he and Keith still had possession of
the property and he lived there (Tr. 253). Throughout
the record and in numerous places both Frank Lambeth
and Keith testified that the occupancy of the home property was the same after the recordation of the deeds as
before, that is. there was no apparent change in possessiOn.
Another badge of fraud is the fact that Frank LamLeth took the deeds to Parowan in Iron County to have
them recorded and he accompanied Keith on a drive to
Kanab merely to have the Bill of Sale and deed to the
range land recorded (Tr. 293-295).
On X ovembE:r 19th, 1952, Lambeth signed the financial statement given to Pacific Finance Corporation (liJx.
:'2). This was in the very early stages of the negotiations
and brfore Givan BrotherR accepted Lambeth's notes.
8-ivans, Inc. had been dealing with Pacific lTinance Company and knew that in order to take over the financing, a
f•tatement would have to be rendered. In that statement
Lambeth claimed to have a net worth of $123,000.00, ·with
~Toss assets of $134,000.00, and an indebtedn~ss of $21,000.00 of which $15,000.00 was owing the Bank of Southern Utah on his sheep note. In that statement Lambeth
daimed to be the sole owner of the sheep, summ;er range
and real property including the home.
Transcript pagrs Nos. :-116 to 327 contain Lambeth's
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version of why he gave this statement and his evasive explanation as to how the statement was made up and is illuminating in evaluating his entire testimony.
Actually the only positive statement appearing in
the record and eoming from the lips of Frarik Lambeth
and his sons, from which it would appear Lambeth did
not intend to defraud his creditors is to be found in this
one statement in his direct testimony:
Q. Now, I ask you again, at the time you say you delivered these documents, did you intend that by doing
so you put this property beyond the reach of any
creditors.

A. No, sir.
Q. And when you took these deeds to the County Recorder's office and had them recorded, both here and
in Kane County, by doing that did you intend to put
this property beyond the reach of your creditors I

A. Absolutely not. (Tr. 362-3).
But every act, prior to, at the time and subsequent to
ihe recordation of the conveyances, belie the aboYe statements and ass~rtion. The ,·ery act of defending this action shows that he intended and still does intend to put
the property h0yond the reach of his creditors.
It is sip:nificant, when t0sting- Frank Lambeth's credto note his testitnony to the effect that while he
and l{eith had heen living together in the same house for
year~, while l(eith claimed he was looking after and manci;!.!,'iug th0 ~h0ep lmsin0s~ for Yl'nr~, and while the father
:md ~on wPr<' riding- alone from Cedar to Kanab for the
~olt> pn rposp of recording t h0 hill of sale and deed cover-

ihilit~",
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ing the range lands, he did not discuss with Keith to any
extent his garage venture and particularly his financial
difficulties, nor did he discuss the same with his other
boys to any extent. _(Tr. 357 to 361). Plaintiff finds this
incredible.

It is also significant to note in testing Lambeth's
credibility that he denied, but evasively, that he had any
discussion with the Givan Brothers concerning payment
of the notes that fell due in November, 1953, or where he
was going to get the money with which to make that payment of $15,000.00. · First Lambeth said he did not think
he had any such discussion; then he stated he did not tell
them he would make payment out of the wool and lamb
money that fall and that they did not ask how he was going to meet the payments. Then he stated he did not recollect any such conversation (Tr. 263-4). Both Edwin
Givan and Bertrand Givan testified unqualifiedly that
Lambeth represented he was in the sheep business and
wanted the notes payable in November, 1953, because he
would get his wool money then (Tr. 382-3; 388-9-90; 329331).
It is inconceivable that the Givan Brothers or any
person with the slightest experience in business would
not inqui~e ho',y payment of obligatons totalling $15,000
would be made, or that during the negotiations no mention would be made of the maker's business, financial
btanding and means to meet the obligation. The rep:tesentations of Lambeth as testified to by Gi n:u1 Brothers,
when he knew he had already m~de the deeds, show a clear
intent either to not consider the <l<'C<ls n~ passing title, or
to defraud his creditors .
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Exhibits 17 to 21 inclusive are Frank Lambeth's income tax returns, some state and some federal, for the
years 1949 to 1953 inclusive.
The returns show the same ownership of sheep, etc.,
in 1950, 1951, 1952 and 1953, years in which it is claimed
ownership passed from Lambeth to his sons by the mak~
ing of the conveyances, by the claimed delivery thereof
and by the recm·dation thereof, as in 1949, prior thereto.
ln these returns Lambeth claimed, under penalty of perjury, to be the owner and operator of the business, clai:m,.ing the income from the sale of lambs and wool, taking
deductions for business .expenses, paying an income tax
on profits and showing losses to be solely his (See Tr.
352-354).

~

This was done b~~ and with knowledge and consent of
the boys. Keith furnished m<>st of the figures to the accountant who made up the tax returns. Keith signed
many of the checks ''Frank Lambeth by Keith Lambeth." See Transcript pages Xos. 352-3-4 showing that
Lambeth was hedging and was not willing to eome clean
when interrogated regarding the boys' willingness that
he be known :1s the sole owner. He would not deny the
fact, but refused to g-iYc a clean-cut answer.
l\fnn~·

of the rherln;; during- these years were for
Lambeth's personal needs. :\[onthly payments were
made out of the sheep aceount in the sum of $129.80 for
l~,rank Lambeth·~ automobile (Tr. 461). The only bank
account used in the sheep operations was in the name of
Frank Lambeth until at least the end of the Year 1953.
l~,rank Lambeth used the aceount for his pe~sonal expenses ( Tr. 461 ) .
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These checks were considered by the trial court in
connection with issues to be determined by the court (Tr.
462-3-4). The checks, while considered by the court, but
according to t.he reporters transcript and through inadvertence, were not marked either for identification or as
exhibits, but are actually a part of the exhibits, and can
easily be identified along with the bank statements.
Points l(f) and (g)
Sec. 25-1-1-J. U.C.A. 1953, provides "that every sale
made by a selbr of goods or chattels in 71 is possession or
under his control, unless the same is accompanied by a
delivery within a reasonable time, and is followed by an
actual and continued change of possession of the things
sold, shall be conclusive evidence of fraud as against the
creditors of the seller. The word ·"creditor" shall be
creditors of the seller at any time while such goods and
chattels remain in his possession or m1.der lzis control·"
In addition to all of the other provisions of the
f,raudulent Conveyance Act we think this section is conelusive and controlling in connection with the bill of sale
covering the c.1heep and other personal property men1ioned therein.
During the ~Tears 1950, 1951, 19;)2 and 1953, when
Lambeth contends the boys owned the sheep business because he had conveyed it to them, he stated he was operating some of the business for the boys. This was in answer
to the query arJ to why he drew money from the sheep account to pay interest on his personal obligation (Tr. 257).
He stated Keith commenced to handle the funds of the
sheep operation (the biggest part of it) from 1944 to 195+.
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l(eith had a check book to pay expenses. The situation
l'emained the "arne in 1949, the year before the bill of sale
was made, and up to and including 1954 (Tr. 287-8). Since
1950 Lambeth was around the sheep and land, tinkering
around, irrigating or something (Tr. 302). The sheep
continued to be assessed to Frank Lambeth (Tr. 315-6}.
Frank never tvld the Givan Brothers that he did not own
the property ( Tr. 329). The boys and he both took trucks
and things to the (fivan garage for repairs, and were paid
by Ji..,rank Lambeth's checks and this continued for several years (Tr 332). These articles at the Givan garage
and that were paid for by Lambeth's checks were for
<-\quipment used at the herd and Lambeth had no other
husiness engaging his attention. This course of dealing
continued right up to the time Lambeth took over the
Givans, Inc. ('rr. 333). \Vhen Lambeth first started doing business with Givans ,Inc. l{eith took some of the
trucks and machinery to the garage for repairs and he
did this for several years, and in 1950 and 1951 Keith
paid for these repair bills by checks signed the same as in
:i._949 and priot', checks being signed "Frank Lambeth by
l{eith Lambeth'' (Tr. 334). From 19-t-4 to about 1950~
when Frank Lambeth ovn1ed, and claimed to own, the
Rheep businesR. he worked at odds and ends around the
bheep operations, helped during shearing· time or at lambing time, brought out supplies, paid for supplies by his
check, and I{eith did the same (Tr. 335). And according to his evidenee at various plares in the record, Frank
Lambeth continued to do about the same after the bill of
~ale wnR made and np to and after it was recorded. In
f'nrt liP continned to writr rhrrks, pay hills, etr., until almost the end of 1953.
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I\::eith stated that for the years 1950 to 1953, wages
shown in Frank Lambeth's income tax returns were paid
to himself and his brothers (Tr. 444-44~); that what he
drew out of the business in 1953 were wages (Tr. 445-6).
It was not until 1954 that the property was assessed to
Lambeth and Sons Livestock, and in 1954 when the 1953
income tax returns were made and filed the business was
first shown to be that of Lambeth and sons (Tr. 446-7-89). This suit was commenced in December of 1953, and it
was not until after the commencement of the suit that any
record was made of a change or claimed change in owner8hip. So far as Givan Brothers were concerned, they
knew that Keith and Frank Lambeth both brought in
trucks and machinery for repairs and paid for repairs by
Frank Lambeth's checks, but written by Keith and Frank
Loth. This method of doing business continued right up
to the time GiYan Brothers turned over possession of
Givans, Inc. t0 Lambeth and Esmeier.
A reading of transcript pages 331 to 336 will convince this Court that there was no change in Lambeth's position with referPnce to his sheep business from the years
1944 to and inrluding 1953, and that he and Keith continued doing husiness with the Givans in the identical
E>ame manner during all of those years. As a matter of
fact when Lambeth was asked if he ever, during the period of negotiations and giYing of the notes, told either of
the Givan Brothers that he had no property, his reply was
"Nobody nskt'ri me. Why rolunfeer" (Tr. 331).
That statement alone charaetPrizes his attitude and
negatives his position that there was no actnal intent to
·hinder and delay and defraud his creditors.
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Ellis Lam.bcth first denied that during the years 1930
to 1953 he received payments for work with the sheep or
on the land that is used to run the sheep, but on cross-examination he admitted that during those years he reeeived checks from the sheep account written by either
Frank or Keith Lambeth which were given for wages (Tr.
380-1-2-3-4). Ellis testified that even after he knew of
the recordation of the deeds and bill of sale in ~Iay, 1953,
he consented that ].,rank Lambeth continue to carry the
bank account in Frank'~ name as a matter of convenience,
and that he was not concerned about whether his father
continued to haYe the active management of the bank aceount (Tr. 484-5). Before the deeds went on record Ellis
told no one out~ide the Lambeth family that he was an
owner in the business and when asked if he had told anyone else his answer ·was ''\Yhy should I" (Tr. 486-7;
493).

Q. Let me a8k yon this, then, was there anything about
the way he (your father) handled that, that would
advise the public generally that the situation was any
different in 1952-3 than it was in 1951 or 1950 ~
A. I don't know that he did.

Q. l\T y question i~, as far as yon know. the1:e is no way
the publi(> could tell whether there was any difference in the way these operations were carried on dliring the y!'ar sa:· \)::! and ',);i, than in 1950 and 1951.
A. No.

Q. When ~·ou ~tntt>(1 ''X o" do yon mean there was no
way the public eonld tell. or that there was'?
A. As far as I know I gncss there wasn't. (Tr . ..J-87-8).
In 1!1;)() Ellis knew then~ wt~n~ no profits from the
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sheep operations but on the contrary the business sustained a loss (Tr. 492).. Ellis paid a substantial income
tax on his earnings for that year as shown by the return.
The following interesting statements appear in the record:

Q. Now, if you claimed an ownership in a herd of sheep
that you know was being operated during that year,
this is the whole year after you say you saw this bill
of sale in 1950, why didn't you make a return that
showed your interest in this sheep business and your
share of the profits, if any, or your share of the
losses, if 'illY~
A. I didn't think there was any profits.

Q. \Yell, were there any losses?
A. I am sure there was.

Q. Then why didn't you take advantag·e of those losses
and charge it against your income.
A. That u·as too rnurh trnuble.

Q. Too much trouble. And so you paid a :trederal tax
as shown by this return of $618.10, and you say it is
too much trouble to take a deduction for losses. Do
you really mean that?
A. Yes. (Tr. 492).

It taxes the Gredulity of plaintiff, and we believe of
this Honorable ('ourt to swallow an explanation of that
~ort and believe that the boys ever owned, or even
thought they owned an interest in the business until their
father was facing a judgment for some $35,000.00.
Ellis admitted that when he filed his income tax returns for tlw y<'ars 1953 he did not claim an interest in
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the sheep business but showed a receipt of wages from
Frank Lambeth, his employer ( Tr. 494-5-6).
Aubra Lambeth was asked why he did not require
the hill of sale and deeds to be made a matter of record
when his father first showed him the deeds and took them
hack, and his answer was '' \Yhy don't lots of people 1''
I-Ie was then asked ,what steps he took to see that his
ownership in the sheep business was made a matter of
record and he stated ''I never took any steps.'' He knew
that his father rontinued to deposit wool and lamb money
to the father's account and that so far as the records were
concerned ~,rank Lambeth carried the business in his own
name (Tr. 504-3 ). Any reference in the income tax returns of Au bra and Ellis to "Lambeth Brothers" referred to a mining- partnership between them and had
no reference to the sheep operations (Tr. 506; 508). Xo
reference is made in his tax returns to the sheep business.
He did not know whether or not, during the ·year 1951, the
business made a profit or sust~ined a lo~s. nor did he ever
make any inquir~, concerning this (Tr. 506-7). He receiYed wag-e~ during 10.);1 of $o70.00 from Frank Lambeth for lambing the sheep (Tr. 508-9).
The change of po~~c~~ion required to uphold a
transfer 0f a debtor·~ propert~, as ag-ainst creditors
m nsf be o ))('II a 11d uoto riou.-.· renderino· surh change of
po~~ession eYidC'nt and Yisible. It ~nst be such as
to appri7.P tlw cormnunity or those ll'ho are accllstomed to deal with the party that the chattels have
clwng;P<l hanrl~ (See numerous cnsc~ cited under
Frrnrduleut C'oJI/'('.If"llrcs, Par. Digest, Sec. 151).
The

<'Hf'P

of Ross rs. Thoma:·> (Cal.) 1-t.:] Pac. 10~, i~
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a case on all fours with the present one. There the court
F:aid:
"There is nothing in the record which in the
slightest degree tends to show that anything was
done by either Stager or his wife to acquaint the public with the fact that he had transferred the property
to her. On the contrary, she testified that after the
execution of the bill of sale, each insofar as concerned
the outward apparent relation to the property, occupied the sarne relative position thereto as they did
prior to the transaction. As between themselves,
the prior relation, wherein Stager was owner and
his wife employee, was reversed. Nothing was done
to disclose such change, each continued to 'perform
the same duties and apparently occupied the same
relation to the business. There was no actual change
of possession, by reason of which fact Sarah A. Stager, as against the attaching creditor of Stager, acquired no interest in or title to the property, the purported transfer thereof being void. The finding that
the transfer to her was not fraudulent and that she
was the owner and entitled to possession of the property is not supported by the evidence.''
See Clark t·s. PorfrT, 68 Pac. (2nd) 844 (Okl.)
which holds that "the statntf' does not provide there
must be a change of ownership. There must be a
change of pnssess'irm or there is no transfer even between the partiPs. The statutf' requires a clw1t{fr' of
possession.''
Nee Andersrm 1:s. Courflley, 218 Pac. (2nd) 361
( Okl) holding: "Under statute, a transfer of personal property, to be valid as against subsequent
purchaser in good faith, must be accompanied by
actual and continued change in possession which must
be open, notorious and unequivocal and such as to·
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apprise the community and those who deal with a
party that the property has changed hands and the
title has passed from the seller to the buyer.''
It cannot avail the defendants to claim that Keith was
also in possession of the sheep, or that any of his brothers were from time to time in such possession, since the
Pvidence is conclusive that Frank Lambeth was also in
possession, claiming ownership, etc.
The buyer or transferee must in general take
excl1tsive possession of the property in order to satisfy the requirement of change of possession; concurrent possession of the buyer and seller is not as a
rule sufficient. To constitute, or satisfy requirements as to change of possession the buyer should
take exclusive possession of the property purchased.
In this connection it has been held that concurrent
possession is possession as owner, or such as is accompanied by the ordinary indicia of ownership;
snch as will lead persons not otherwise informed to
believe that there has been n.o actual change of ownership. 37 C.J.S. Sec. 194, pages 1021-:2.
Frank Lambeth, under penalties of perjury, in his
income tax returns for the years 1950, 1951, Hl5:2 and
1953, stated to the Rtnte of rtah and the Federal Government that he waf' the owner of and engaged in the
sheep business, reported all profits, took deductions for
losses, and reporh•<i paying wagl'f' to his sons for their
work. Thcf'<' rPport~ were 1nade eoYf'ring periods when
it is now rhtimed he had eonveye<i the sheep business and
its pro1wrtiP~ to his son~, and f'Vl'll aftcr the recordation
of t ]w bill of ~alP and deed to the range lands. His sons
likewiHc· durin~· the same periods and under the same pen::1ti0~ of perjnr~~, reported that tlw:· reeeived wages from
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~-,rank

Lambeth and not profits, and paid income taxes
for such wages, thereby affirming and characterizing the
business relationship and status between father and sons.
\Viii this Court now hear them say lout of one side of
their mouths that they mis-stated the facts under penalty
of perjury, and that the sons owned the business and not
the father~ Will this Court permit parties to take one
position for one purpose and a diametrically opposite
position for another purpose in order to defraud creditors~ Can parties solemnly affirm one thing for one purpose and disavow their affirmations for another purpose~
We cannot believe this permissible.
Point 1(h)
Section 2.iJ-1-11 U.C.A. 1953, provides that all deeds,
gifts, conveyanees, transfers or assignments, verbal or
written, of goods, chattels or things in action made in
trust for the use of the person making the same shall be
void as again:-:;t the existinq or subsequent creditors of
such person.
We believe, without further quotation from or reference to the record, it is sufficient to state that when the
deeds and bill of sale were made, there wa~ no present intention to pass the title to the properties to the grantees,
and when the docunwnts were rer·orded, in Iron County
by Frank Lambeth and in Kane County with his assistance, it was with the intention that the property be held
for his use and benefit during his lifetime and in trust
for him.
Jlc . . 1lnry rs. (1()}/SI{'}II('Y8' Salt eo., 297 Pac. 135 (Cal),
1s a cas0 which is well renson0(l and holds that a judgment
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debtor's property is liable to debts of subsequent as well
as existing creditors where only nominal title is conveyed
to another.
Tho nominal title to property •be conveyed to another, it is Fable for the debts of its owner, upon the
principle that one cannot be the equitable owner of
property and have it exempt from his debts. Ma~a1ni Sasaki t·s, Yana Kai (Cal) 133 Pac. (2nd) 18.
Irrespe~tive of statute, one cannot create out of
his own property for his own benefit a trust and
there defeat the lawful demands of his creditors,
though no fraud is intended. Herd vs. Chambers,
149 Pac. (2nd) 583 ( Kan). Holding after a long dissertation on legal principles that ''there never was
a time when a debtor could convey his property directly, or in secret trust, for his own benefit or for
the use of his family, and thereby defeat his creditors
of their lawful demands. (See pages 589-90-91 of 149
Pac. (2nd).

Points

~

and 3

Sufficient has been said under Point 1 to sustain
Points 2 and 3 to the effect that the court erred in making
and entering that portion of the judgment contained in
paragraphs 6 and 7 thereof, finding· the conYeyances to
l>e valid and not fraudulent as against creditors; and
erred in not awarding plaintiff judgment against all of
the dC'fC'ndant~ as prayed for in his complaint.
Points -1-, ;) and 6
These points rt"'ci te that the court erred in sustaining
defendants' objections to the introduction in eYidence of
certain proffered exhibits, Nos. 13, 1-1- and lt\ and the deSponsored by the S.J. Quinney Law Library. Funding for digitization provided by the Institute of Museum and Library Services
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position of the witness Scoville.
Exhibit 13 is a mortgage given by Givans, Inc. mortgaging its principle asset, (he building, to Pacific Finance
Co. for $13,700.00, on May 12th, 1953, before the recordation of the conveyances, and very shortly after taking possession of the business by Lambeth and Esmeier on Feb.
19, 1953. Exhibit 14 is a mortgage given by Givans, Inc.,
mortgaging the same property to L. C. Miles for $5,000.0Q
on July 1st, 1953, shortly after the recordation and
shortly after taking possession of the business by Lambeth and Esmeier. Both of these mortgages were executed at a time when 'Lambeth and Esmeier were in possession of the Givans, Inc. business and assets, and were executed by the then officers of the corporation. These exhibits were offered for the purpose of showing that Givtlns, Inc. was getting into serious financial difficulties,
since the Pacific Finance m9rtgage was given to secure
an indebtedness incurred by financing cars sold by Esmeier and not paid for, and the Miles mortgage was given
because Givans, Inc. and Lambeth (who had assumed responsibility for the payment of the open account) could
not meet it when due. The matter of the financial diffieulties of Givans, Inc. was important to show not only
the intent of Lambeth in recording the documents, but to
show his insolvency. It must be borne in mind that LamlJeth-contended. and the court upheld him therein, that because he owned the stock he purchased in Givans, Inc. he
was not insolvent. Plaintiff was entitled to show that the
stock had decreased in value to a point where such value
was, to say the least, problematical.
Exhihit 15 is the files in the Lundgren foreclosure
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and such ~vidence was clearly admissible to show how
quickly the assets of Givans, Inc. were completely lost,
and to show the inability of Givans, Inc. to pay its obligation ; also to show that the small investment in the business hy Lambeth was an unreasonably small capital.
It may be observed that ·in questions of fraud
a wide range is allowed in the admission of evidence.
Fraud is a creature of secrecy. It assumes many disguises and subterfuges, and in general can only be
detected by the consideration of circumstances and
facts, and these are frequently disconnected, remote
and trivial. Their meaning is often difficult of interpretation and for this reason the evidence is allowed to assume a wide latitude '"' * * The true test is
whether the testimony offered throws light upon the
transactions or whether it is wholly irrelevant. Ogden
State Bank 1'8. BarkC'r, 12 Utah 13, 40 Pac. 765.
The abov=3 principle is so universal there is no need
of any further citations.
Point I
The checks brought into court by J{eith Lambeth
after being so ordered b~ the court, show many, many
checks issued by Frank Lan1beth and-or ''Frank Lambeth
by Keith Lambeth,'' showing· on· their face payment
for wages, or testified to hy Aubra and Ellis as being for
wages. Also 1nany of the checks were shown to have been
for the personal expenses and needs of Frank Lambeth.
If the court was g·oing to give any consideration to the
jury's ;findings, he should have submitted these c.hecks to
the jury. They eertainly shed lig·ht upon the question of
intent to defraud, and whether Lambeth was the actual
owner of the properties ronveyed, and were competent
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and relevant for the consideration of the jury in answering many of the interrogatories.
Point 8
The court erred in refusing plaintiff's motion for a
directed verdict made at the conclusion of taking· evidence. Certainly the defendants had the burden of proof
to show the bona fides and good faith of the transaction
since the traw;;;fers were between near relatives, and this
burden they failed to sustain.
General Discussion Pertaining to All Points
We contend the evidence of Frank Lambeth and his
sons was so evasive, contradictory and unsatisfactory
upon important matters such as his financial condition,
reasons for making of the conveyances, recordation
thereof, and failure to answer with directness many of
the questions put to hirn concerning these matters, that
there can be no finding of good faith in the present claim
of defendants. It would unduly encumber an already
lengthy brief to attempt to point out the specific instances
in the testimony but the same are readily discernible
upon reading the record.
The fact that Esmeier was secretary of Givans, Inc.
and Lambeth vice-president, and they failed to bring the
books into court for examination; the fact that Esmeier
was not present in court during the second hearing, although he was a defendant; the failure of the defendants
to procure copieE'. of several of their income tax returns,
and Thallo Lambeth failed to procure any; the failure of
~-,rank and Keith Lambeth to keep nn:v books and records
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of the sheep business excepting cancelled checks ; their
failure to know how much was due for claimed wages and
to have no records whatsoever of the actual time worked;
failure to record deeds until May 18, 1953; permitting
property to remain on the assessment rolls in name of
Frank Lambeth and his payment of taxes thereon; these
are all matters that should be considered when evaluating their testimony, and their candor or lack thereof in
disclosing the true situation should be considered.
In an equity review of facts, if record shows a fair
preponderance~, or even if the evidence is balanced evenly,
the trial court's findings should be sustained, but if the
evidence is so vague and uncertain that the finding is obviously erroneous, there may be a new finding on review.
Raudallrs. Tracy-Collins Trust Co., 6 rtah (2nd) 18, 305
Pac. (2nd) 480.
It will, of course, be recognized that cases involving
fraudulent conveyances take a very wide range concerning the factual situation presented to the courts, and it
might be difficult to find cases involving an exact situation as present in the instant cause. However, the case of
J>a.rfon rs. Pa:rton, 80 Utah 3-+0, 15 Pae. (2nd) 1051, is a
1eading case in this jurisdiction and the facts there presented are ver~? similar to the ones here involved. It was
there held:
It is (]nite g<-'nPrally lwld that a transfer or mortgage of property between near relatives which is
calculah'<l to prPYPnt a creditor from realizing on his
claim ag·ainst one of such relativPs is subject to ri~id
:o;crutinr. UndPr tlw rule, a transfer or mortg·age of
propPrty made to a near relath·e in consideration of
pn:o;t dne indt•btt'dness will he snstained if attaeked
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in a creditor's suit, when, and only when, it is shown
the debt is genuine, that the purpose of the grantee or
mortgagee is honest, that he acted in good faith in
obtaining his title. The burden, in such case, is cast
upon the grantee or mortgagee to show the good faith
of the transaction by clear and satisfactory evidence.
In the Paxton ~ase it was commented upon that there
was not a scintilla of evidence, other than the testimony
of the two brothers, which shows or tends to show that
one was indebted to the other at the time the note and
1nortgage was executed. No documentary evidence as to
indebtedness was introduced other than the note and
mortgage. The claim rested solely upon the testimony of
the brothers. This court refused to sustain a finding for
the mortgagee and reversed a judgment in his favor.
In the case of Lnnd vs. Howell, 92 Utah 232, 67 Pac.
(2nd) 215, it was ag_ain stated that where a conveya11ce
f:'hows only a nominal consideration and leaves the grantor unable to pay his debts, the burden is on the grantee
to show sufficient consideration and good faith. In that
case it was held that the burden had been sustained, but
the court took occasion to distinguish that case from the
Paxton case, commenting that in the Paxton case all the
testimony was merely oral testimony of the parties to the
transaction, whereas in the Lund case there were cancelled checks showing at least $3500.00 advanced by one
party to the other, which was missing in the Paxton case.
However, Justice \Volfe in a very vigorous dissenting
opinion paid his respects to ·what he called the "wiferefuge racket,'' and which we can paraphrase as the
''father-children racket.'' Judge Wolfe stated: ''I think
we struck the right tact in Paxton vs. Paxton and for tlw
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sake of good morals and sound law we should adhere to
it." We feel this Court ought not put itself in the position crit_icized by Judge Wolfe in the Lund case when he
said: ''And the looser are the business dealings between
husband and wife and the foggier their memories, the better it seems they can' get away with it'."
In the late case of Cardon vs. Harper, 106 Utah 560,
151 Pac. (2nd) 99, a conveyance recited $1.00 as a consideration but the defendants contended there was ample
consideration to support the deed and bill of sale, which
vested title in the wife. In that case there was no change
of possession or positions, and the conduct and control of
the parties after the instruments were executed being
bubstantially the same as before. Under these circumstances this Court stated the trial court WJ!S warranted in
finding lack of fair consideration as defined hy statute,
''and since an actual fraudulent intent would not be required when there was no fair value giYen, and the effect
of the transfer was to render the grantor insolvent.'' This
Court also upheld the trial court's finding that the making of the conYeyances were with actual intent to hinder,
clelay and defraud creditors.
At tlw pre-trial defendants indicated they derived a
great deal of eomfort from the cn~e of S111itll rs. Edwards,
81 Vtah 24-t-, 17 Pac. (2w1) 2()4. EYen a casual reading
will point out the distinguishing differences between that
<'aRe and the one at bar. In the Edwards case deeds were
recorded within a math•r of week~ afh•r the execution
thereof. The g-rantePs wPnt into possession of the con'.'<'.\TP<l realt? within Rix months after making of the deeds
mul paid tnxP:-> tlH'reon. Snit to set aside the conve~rances
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was not brought until seven years after the recording of
the deeds. :Maker of the deeds (father of the grantees),
never afterwards made any statement that he owned the
property nor was he guilty of throwing any creditor :off
guard by act, statement or conduct, nor was any creditor
induced to extend credit in reliance upon grantor's statements that he was the owner of the _property. The transfer was actually made and recorded several years before
any credit was extended at which time the grantor was
neither in possession of the property or claimed to be the
(YWller. The Jjjdwards case does not support defendants'
position in this case.

In Adam.-> 'L'S. Silrcr Shield Mining and il1illing Co.,
8:2 Utah 586, 21 Pac. (2nd) 886, this Court held that a
transfer of property by husband to wife "Tithout conclideration is fraudulent as to creditors, even though the wife
does not participate in the fraud and there was no actu.al
fraud shown on the part of the husband, citing case of
Gustin vs. il!athews, 2;) Utah 168,70 Pac. 402. This Conrt
said: ''We are impressed upon the record that this transaction was a mere voluntary gift without consideration
and void as to creditors."
Zuniga rs. Erans, 87 rtah 108, 48 Pac. (2nd) '513,
was a case of a transfer from a father to daughters. It
was held that in a suit to set aside a conveyance, where
consideration was voluntary, reciting $10.00 and other
good and valuable consideration, proof of grantees' participation in fraud or their knowledge of grantor's fraudulent intent was unnecessary. It was also held that a
conveyance made by a person who is insolvent or will be
thereh!r rendered insolvent is fralHlnlent as to his credit-
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ors without regard to actual intent of grantor, if made
without a fair eonsideration.
The authorities in this and other jurisdietions, touching on the points involved in this ease eould be eited ·without end.
\V e believe a short statement eoneerning the legal
prineiple of "inferenees to be drawn" may be helpful in
a determipation of the issues in this ease now before this
Honorable Court.
Conveyanee from husband to wife (and the same
prineiple applies to eonveyanees from father to children) where spouses alone (or paraphrasing where
father and children alone) are in possession 1of all
evidenee respeeting transaetion, creates a presumption of intent to hinder and defraud creditors, or at
least shifts burden to spouses to prove good faith.
American S~trrty Co. of Sew rork rs. Ha.ftrem.. 3
Pac. (2nd) 1109, (Ore).
In the instant case~ Frank Lambeth and his sons
alone were in possession of all the eYidence respeeting the
transfers, but took all precaution and pains to see that
this information did not get into the hands of any•Jne
e:1Rr, let alone the Gi,Tan Brothers.
The inconsistencies in the testimony of appellant
and the bankrupt as well as the inherent improbabili t~· of their tesetimony and the glaring intentions of
fraud RCPin too aplHll'Pnt to require argument. From
thr Yrn· natnrr of the action, direct proof of the
fraudulent intr,nt of the parties is an impossibility.
For this n•nson and because tht> real intent of the
pnrtil'R nml the fadR of tlw transactions are peculiar}~· \\·ithin the knowledge of those soug·ht to be charged
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·with the fraud, proof indicative of fraud must come
by inferencr. from the circumstances surrounding the
transaction, the relationship and interests of the
parties. Walker vs. Laugharn, 112 Pac. (2nd) 695
(Cal).

It is too well known to require the citation of
authority in support of the rule that the trial judge
is not bound to believe the testimony of any witness.
The testimony of the defendant is not conclusive.
Nor does it follow that, because no other witness testified to the contrary, Boice's testimony remained
unrefuted. A witness may be impeached by contradictory evidence, and a trial judge is not bound to decide in conformity with declarations of any;number of
witnesses which do not produce convictions, against
a presumption of other evidence otherwise satisfy-:.
ing. Relationship of the parties together with other
circumstances surrounding and incident to the transactions constituted evidence that of itself warranted
inferences in direct conflict with the testimony of appellant. * * * 'Vith reg.ard to appellant's testimony
it is clear that his story of the transaction in question
taxes human credulity. His testimony was inherently improbable to say the least. Fif.zpafrick t·s. Osl.Jnruc. 134 Pac. (2nd) 297 (Cal).

The bald facts remain-that thr Givan Brothers
parted with th<3ir business and its assets worth considerahl~· in excess of the small down payment they received;
that after nego.tiating first for a cash sale of their equity
the business, they accepted notes, two of which provided for monthly payments and two of which provided for
payment in leR'l than a year after issuance; that Lambeth

. in
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and his son-in-law, Esmeier, went into possession of Givans, Inc., including all of its assets to-wit: building, stock
of parts, machinery and equipment, used cars, furniture'
and fixtures, with full knowledg·e that the business then
owed approximately $60,000, most of which was due or
Hhortly would fal1 due, and with the agreement they would
negotiate a loan to take care of this indebtedness; that
they had full knowledge that the corporate stock in Givans, Inc. was pledged along with other assets to Lundgren
for an indebtedness of $17,500.00; that they reaped all
the benefits from the disposition of assets until Lund~ren
foreclosed his mortgag·e; that Givan Brothers were led to
believe that Lambeth was a well-to-do sheep man and
would be responsible for his obligations; that during all
of the negotiations and the time of execution of the notes
and the time when Lambeth and Esmeier took oYer G-ivans, Inc. and for several months thereafter until the re~ordation of the deeds and bill of sale, Lambeth was aware
of the fact he had made the deeds and bill of sale and
stripped himself of all assets; that Lambeth failed to advise or notif~· Givan Brothers of such fact but on the contrary made financial statemepts showing himself the
owner of these properties, mortgaging the same, pa~'ing
taxes thereon, receiYing payment for wool and lambs, filing income tax returns showing himself the owner and
paying income on the profits of the sheep business; that
he is now trying to eYadt' payment of any part of his obligations to th<> plaintiff while at tlH' same time accepting
th<> lH'Iwfits from the slwep operations and remaining in
possession of thP home propert~~.
If he can "god awa:·'' with this-characterized hy
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Justice Wolfe as a father-children racket, then the creditor herein involved has been victimized and defrauded.
We conclude, therefore, th~s case must be reversed.
Respectfully submitted,
CLINE, wILSON & CLINE,

Attorneys for Plaintiff and Appellant.
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